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Abstract
The thesis studies the K-theory of the loop space
of compact Lie groups. There are three independant
chapters.
The first chapter is devoted to proving the nonconvergence of a K-theory Eilenberg-Maclane spectral
sequence for the path space fibration on a Lie

group

with torsion in its cohomology.
The second chapter generalises a method of Bott. We
obtain an algebraic expression for K*(llG) in terms of the"
representation theory of the group G. Explicit results
a'C'e obtained for the unitary groups and the first
symplectic group.
The third chapter develops

and extends a method due

to T. Petrie to find the Hopf algebra structure of the
comp~ex

bordism of .nG. The Conne:",.....;.Floyd isomorphism is

used to obtain explicit results for K*(fiG) for a larger
class of groups than in chapter two.

Erratum

There is a mistake in the proof of theorem (1.4.1).
sentence on page 28 is false.

The second

Contrary to the stated result

H

need

not be a divided polynomial algebra, and indeed fails to be in the
corresponding ordinary cohomology spectral sequence.
possible that, modulo decomposable elements,
an integer

k

~2.

Yi

It is quite

may be divisible by

Hence the argument of the rest of the proof fails.

Thus theorem (1.4.1) and its corollaries, (1.4.2) and (1.4.3),
are not proved.
so are unaffected.

The results of chapters 2 and 3 are independent, and
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Introduction
Let G be a compact 1-connected Lie group, then
K*(B G) and K*(G) are Mell-known, [8] and [31J. If the
rank of G is r, K* (BG) . is a .pO't'ler series ring on r
generators in KO(B G), and K*(G) is a primitively generated
exterior algebra on r generators in K1 (G). These results
are in marked contrast to those for integral cohomology.
H*(BG) and H*(G) may have 2,3 or 5-torsion, depending on
which group we are considering. It is a natural conjecture
that K*(nG) should show a similar uniforID1ty as compared
to H*(flG), [14]. In fact a little thought shows that the
expected result would be that K*(flG) is a divided power
series algebra on r generators in KO(nG), or dually that
K*(fiG) is a polynomial algebra. It is the purpose of this
thesis to demonstrate that this conjecture is false. We
obtain results showing that K*(D.G) has in general a
strictly more complex Hopf algebra structure than
H*(nG), (3.6.8), (3.8.11).
An obvious method that might be used to prove the
conjecture would be to pass from K*(G) to K*(flG) by means
of an Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence for K-theory. A
candidate for such a spectral sequence has been

constructed by L. Hodgkin, [33]. In the first chapter,
we prove that this spectral sequence does not converge in
the situation under Qonsideration if H*(G) has torsion.
The method of proof uses only two properties of the
spectral

~equence,

both of which are very natural

generalisations of properties of the classical EilenbergMoore spectral sequence. Thus our proof extends ,,.to
cover the various other spectral sequences of this type
which have been constructed, for example in [46]. The
question of convergence when H*(G) is torsion-free is
left open; the results we obtain later are consistent
with convergence.
The second and third chapteEs are concerned with
explicitly computingK*(flG) for various Lie groups. Of
course it is no restriction to assume G is SiInplyconnected, and by the decomposition theorem for Lie
l'

groups we may assume G is also simple.

"
In chapter two, we generalise to K-theory the method
Bott used for finding H*(QG), [14]. This leads to an
algebraic expression for K*(nG) in terms of the
representation theory of G. As far as actual calculations

are concerned, we are able to obtain the Hopf algebra
structure of K*(fiG) for G

= SU(n+1)

and Sp(2).

The approach of 'chapter three is to work through
complex bordism, and then apply the Conner-Floyd
isomorphism. 'ltle use a method due to T. Petrie, [40J, to
determine the ring structuro of n~(nG) and extend it to
deal with the diagonal structure. The idea is to notice
that the homology generators, of Bott, which come from
Morse theory, are given by complex manifolds, to use
these as bordism generators, and employ characteristic
numbers to calculate the relations petween them. We are
able to obtain results for a

~'lider

class of groups than

in chapter two. We end the chapter by considering the
example of the exceptional Lie group G2 , and seeing how
we can obtain Steenrod operatioj,1s in H*(flG 2 ;iZp ) quite
)

easily from our calculations.
The work for this thesis vias done in the years
1969'- 1971 at the University of Warwick. I would like to
thank my two supervisors during this 'time, Luke Hodgkin
and Alan Robinson for their advice and encouragement. My
thanks are due to the Science Research Council for their
grant.
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flotation
7l, 7l

p

'

Q,

and C denote the integers, the integers

modulo p, the rationa:ls, and the complex numbers.
If R is a ringAR( ), R[], and R[[ J] denote
respectiveiy and exterior algebra, a poJ_ynomial algebra,
and a power series algebra over R on the elements within
the brackets.
If X is a topological space, and R a ring, H*(X;R)
and H*(X;R) denote the

~graded

singular cohomology and

homology groups of X with coefficients in R. We write
H**(X;R) for the direct product of the Hi(X;R), and let

the representable K-theory generalised cohomology and
homology groups, both considered as 7l2"'graded, [28] .§2.
If X is a CW-complex !*(X) = ~im{K*(Xo()}, 'where the l:im.it
c(

is over all finite subcomplexes

Xoe. xP denotes the

p-skeleton of X; if ail th<? skeletons are finite !*(X)
is equal to ~im{K*·(XP)}. ch:K*(X)-~)H**(X;Q) and
p

ch:K*(X) --40)H*(X;Q) are the Chern character homomorphisms
The pairing between two dual modules is written

<

,

>.

~Then

they are generalised cohomology and homology

modules, the cohomology element is written on the left.
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If X is a space with base point *,
of paths on X at *,

nx

AX

is the space

is the space of loops at *, and

SX is tl1e reduced su~pension. I is the unj_t interval

[0,1J, with base point at 0, and Sn is the n-sphere.

If G is a Lie group, W(G) is its Weyl group, R(G)
its representation ring, and BG its classifying space.

If H eGis a closed subgroup G/H is the space

~f

cosets.

The standard notations are used for the classical groups.
The numbering systems used has the following form.
(a.b.c) indicates the c-th item in ga.b of chapter a.

Chapter 1
The main purpose of this chapter is to prove Theorem
(1.4.1). This shows that the path space fibration on a
Lie group with torsion provides an example for which the
K-theory generalised Eilenberg-Naclane spectral sequence

of Luke Hodgkin, [33J, fails to converge. In the first
section we describe the spectral sequence; in tIts aecond
we identify the first filtration terms. Section

3 is

devoted to recalling a Chern character result of B. Harris,
and in the last section. the theorem is proved.

The Hodgkin

61.1

S~ectral Seque~

In this section we describe the construction of a
spectral sequence due to Luke· Hodgkin
L~t

[33J.

B be a fixed topological space. Consider the

category Ton/B of spaces over B, whose objects are.;.
continu.ous maps
are

co~~uting

PX:X---?B and of which the morphisms

diagrams

The corresponding based category is denoted by
To~/Bo.

Its objects are maps

a cross-section

kx:B----+X

morphismld are maps

X--40Y

px:X~B,

together with

satisfying pxokX = l'B- Its
commuting both ,-Ii th PX' Py

1.

and with

kx'

ky.

For B = point, we obtain the categories Top of
topological spaces

a~d

continuous maps, and Topo the

usual based category. B with PB = kB = 1B is an

initi~l

object in Top/B o '
Definition (1.1.1)
If
~

f:X~Y

TOp/~o'

the mapping-

of f is a space CB(f) in Top/B o ' defined as the

disjoint union
f(x)

is a morphism in

= (x,1),

YUX x IUB
(x,O)

w'ith identifications:

= PX(x),

= b.

(kX(b),t)

from Y,X, and B to B combine to give

..

The maps

CB(f)~B,

and the

cross-section is given by the inclusion of B in the union.
There is a natural map

j(f):Y--+CB(f)

in Top/Bo

induced from the inclusion.
Definition (1.1.2)
}

The suspension of X in Top/Bo is the mapping-cone.

Definition (1.1.3)
The fibred product of X,Y in Top/B o is defined by
XxY = {(x,y) E XxY : PX(x)
.B

with

p(x,y)

= pX(x) = Py(y),

and

= Py(y)}
k(b)

=

(kX(b) ,ky(b».

All the usual constructions of homotopy theory go

through in Top/B o' see [46J, [34J. In particular

~'le

have

the Puppe sequence

Definition (1.1.4)
Define functors

F:Tcp/Bo~Topo'

G,: Topo~ Top/Bo
by

F(X)

~

G(Y)

= YxB

X/kXB

with the natural base point,
with· PYxB

= projection

onto B, and

kYxB(b)= (*,b), where * E Y is the base point.
F and G are adjoint functors with adjunction
i:I--+GF given by

i(X):X~GF(X)

= (X/kB)xB

Proposition (1.1.5)
1)· On fibres the sequence

X~y j(f\CB(f)

is

just the usual mapping-cone.
2) Applying the functor F to the same sequence we .
find that FCB(f) is the mapping-cone of F(f).
Proof: Immediate from the definitions.
Definition (1.1.6)
Let X be an object of Top/B, then the cobar
construction of X is the diagram in Top/B_u

...
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defined inductively by

= XUB with kX the' inclusion of B,

Xo

0

= GF(Xp ) = (XP/kB)xB,
ip = i(Xp ): X~Z
p
P.
Zp

x~(x,px),

Xp+1
and jp
Let

~

see (1.1.4),

= CB(i p )'

= j(ip ):

ZP~CB(ip) -

Xp+1 ' see (1.1.1).

be the full subcategory of Top consisting of

. spaces having the homotopy type of a CW-complex, so that
we have, thehomotopy extension property.
For B in li we have categories W/B, 1llBo'
If

x-4y

is in 'Vl/B o '

lie.

X~Y---7CB(f) is a

cofibra-;jion sequence, [46]. In particular, in the cobar
construction for each p

Xp~Z~X~+1

is a cofibration,

.1

and the Puppe sequence

xp~Z p~Xp+ 1~SBXp~ •••
enables us to consider

Xp+ 1 C SBX p , and so in general

Xp+q' C S~Xp.
Let h* be a representable cohomology theory on

~.

Definition (1.1.7)
If X,Y are in W/B the cobar construction spectral
seguence

{E~(X;Y)B}' relative to h*, is the spectral

sequence arising from the follovTing H(p,q)-systern

1

H(-p,-q) = h*(S~-qXq+1~Y' XP+1~Y)

= h*(SE+1XO~Y' XP+1~Y)
= 0

The maps are defined by restrictions and coboundaries and
H(-~,-q)

=~

H(-p,-q)

p

in particular H

= H(-~,~) = lim
~

h*(Sp+1 X xY Xp+ xY).
1B
B 0B'

Theorem (1.1.8) (Hodgkin)
If h* is a multiplicative cohomology theory, Y has
the homotopy type of a OW-complex with a countable number
of cells, and h*(X), h*(B) are projective h*-modules of
finite type, then
1) The spectral sequence converges strongly to H.

2) E1 (X;B)B is the graded bar construction of h*(X)
cver h*(B), as a complex.
3) E1 (X;Y)B ~ E1 (X;B)B@ h-l( (B)h*(Y).
)

4) E2P(X;Y)B = TOrh~(B)(h*(X), h*(Y».
P:r-oof: [33] 3.3 and 4.5.
Note': We shall ignore throughout the secondary grad.ing of
the spectral sequence induced from the grading on h*.
The inclusion

'p'+ 1
)
(p+ 1
)
( SB
XO' B C SB XO' XP+1 induces

h *( SBp+1 X~Y, Xp+1 Y).---)h* ( SBp+1 XOBY' BBY)
.
II~ s1.. . spension isomorphism
h*(XOxY, BxY) ~ h*(XxY),

B

B

B

.

B

1~

which provides in the limit a homomorphism

A :H~h*(XxY)

(1.1.9)

B

If the spectral sequence is to be a useful generalisation of the Eilenberg-MoDre spectral sequence, ~ should
be an isomorphism. The main theorem of this chapter, (1.4.1)
exhibits a class of examples for which

A is

not an

isomorphism.
Proposition (1.1.10)
Under the assumptions of theorem (1.1.8) the spectral
./
sequence has a natural multiplicative structure, such that
the differentials are derivations, on the E2-term the
product in Tor is the usual one, and that

Aof

(1.1.9) is

a ring homomorphism.
Proof: See [22] p49, also [46].§ 5.

§1.2

!be filtration terms

. The limit of the spectral sequence H, carries a
filtration

o
-1 HC ••• C F-p+1 H C F-PH C • ••
OCFHCF

the corresponding graded system

of which is the

E~-term

of the spectral sequence.
The map }. :H~h*(~T) of (1.1. 9) then induces a
filtration'on h*(XxY).
B
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\ole shall investigate the first

t~vo

terms of this

filtration, in the case that Y is a point b' E B, so
that

XxY
B

=F

the fibre of X over b', and then that
.

X = I\B the space of paths on B, so that F = llB the loop
space of B.
Now, in terms of the H(p,q)-system, see [20J,

H=

l~

H{-p,oo) and the filtration on H is

give~ by

F-PH = Im {H(-p,oo )-7H} •
So the filtration on h*(XxY)·is given by
B

P~~*(XxY)
B

= Im{H(-p,~)~H~h*(XxY)}.
B

Now, see (1.1.7),
p+1
)
H ( -p,oo ) = h* ( SB XO~Y, Xp+1~Y

-1 E;p<OO,

=0

p<-1.

Proposition (1.2.1)
If Y = {b'} C B, so that

X~Y =

1

Px {b'}

= F,

then

Fc\'*(F) = 1m {i*:h*(X)~h*(F) }, t~here i is the incl1lSion
of the :fibre.
Proof: The.cobar construction provides us with a cofibration
(1.2.2)
Applying

in l·T/B o •

x {b'} to this sequence, by Proposi.tion (1.1.5),1),
B

we obtain a cofibration

l'

in

(1.2.3)

Here and below F

p

'itT •

-0

denotes X x{b'}, the fibre of X , and
p

~

Zp = (Xp/kB)xB so that
. the fibre of Zp is (Xp IkB).
Now Xo = Xu B,so XO/kB = X+, X with disjoint base
po.int. Thus FO =F+, and the map ic:FO~(XO/kB) is the
inclusion·i:F~X

and sends base point to base pOint. We

may extend (1.2.3) to a Puppe sequence
(1.2.4)

Now

S:io

i

F0-4X+~F1----7'SFO

FOh*(F)

)S(X+).

= Im{h*(SFo,F1)~h*(SFo)~h*(Fo)~p*(F)}

Then (1.2.4) tells us that (SFO/F1) ~ S(X+), so
FOh*(F) = Im{ (Sio)*:fi*(S(X+) )~h*(SFO)}'
= Im{i5:h*(X+)-~~*(Fo)}'
= Im{i*:h*(X)~h*(F)J.
This proves the proposition.

We now specialise to the
X is contractible to x'

~ase

= i(f'),

when X = AB and F =llB.

where f' is the trivial

loop at b'. Thus the inclusion i:F--+X is homotopy split
by ~;'g >{x't C F. FOh*(F) = Im{i*:h*~h*(F)} so
h*(F) = Ker{q*:h*(F)---.»h*}
FOh*(F)

= n*(F).

. Definition (1.2.5)
The cohomology suspension

c:r

::h*(B)--7h*(F) is defined

18

as follows. The identity map on F =DB has adjoint
g:SF =

SnB~B. 0'"" is

Propositi~

the composition

(1.2.6)

If B is 1-connected then
F- 1h*(F)
FOh*(F)

c

h*(F)
FOh*(F)

is the image of the cohomology suspension~:h*(B)~;*(F).
Proof: Applying the functor F of (1.1.4) to the sequence
(1.2.2), we obtain
:XO/kB --?Zo/kB ~X1/kB

which is. a cofibration in -0
VI by Proposition (1.1.5), 2).
It is clearly equal to

X

I

)

(x,px)

which is homotopy equivalent

o.

>*

1

)

I

t~

bt

So X /kB is homotopy equivalent to B with base point b ' •
1
On the other hand as mapping-cone it is given as

X1/kB =

XxB U XxI U {*}
(x,px)",(x,1 )
(x,O) '"-

*

We use here and belm'1 an obvious notation for iderltificatiO!!':
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A suitable homotopy equivalence \'lith B is provided by

fJ: X1!kB ~ B

the map

(x,b)~b,

(x,t)~x(t),
I--~B

as map

considering x

E

X = AB

so that x(1) = px,
and

* t---?- b '

Proof: It is immediate to check that f is

well-d~fined •

.

Define r:B-'7X1/kB by b~(x' ,b) E XxB C X1/kB. Now

cp.'P =

identity on B. We show' that '/JoC() is homotopic to the

identity on X1/kB.
Let

G:XxI~X

be a homotopy b.etween the identity and

the collapsing maps which contracts X along paths, so that
G(x,s)(t) = x(st).
Define a map H: X /kBxI = XxBxI U XxIxI U I
1
(x,px,s)-(x,1,s)
(x,O,s)..-.s

~X1 /kB

on XxBxI

H:(x,b,s)~(G(x,s),b)

on XxIxI

H:(X'~'S)~{(G(X,st)'1+t-S) E XxI

E XxB,

,.(G(x,st),x(t-s+ts»
on I

H:s~I------~)(x',1-s)

by

E

O~t~s~1"

XxB

O~s~t~1,

E XxI.

It is easily checked that these agree on the iaentifications
and that Hlx1/kBx{O}
H IX1/kBx {1}

= ~ocp,

wheras

= X: (x, b ) ~ ( x, b )
(x,t)~(G(x,t),t)

*,

~ (x' ,0)

= *.
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So H:

~orp!::;;

X..

A homotopy K:?(

Q::

identity is given by

on XxBxI
on XxIxI

K:(x,t,s}~(G(x,s+t-st),t),

on I

K:Srl---~>

*.

Therefore ~o~~ identity and the lemma is proved.
We return to the proof of (1.2.6) and note that the
x+-~) (XxB)+-~)X1/kB
If
I)
t/J Kq>

diagram

sO

Now F1

= fibre

)

B+

) B

of X1 is given as

homotopy commutes.

XU FxI U {*},
if,,-(f,1)
(f,O)

inclusion

i1:F1~X1

compos i tion

x t---+-b I

,

F'1

i

t~e

-*

being the natural one, so that the

1) X ~ X

1IkE ~ B

1

(f,t)~f(t),

is the map

*~b'.

The sequence (1.2.4) becomes when X is contractible
(1.2.8).
Then there is a cofibration

I~F1~SF,

where the

suspension SF is :relative to the base point fl E F, in
which the map

I~]'1 =

{*}

U

FxI

U

is t~(f' ,t).

{*}

*-"'(f,1)
(f,O)--*
F -

1\.

>B

~

·SF
where g, as in (1.2.5), is the adjoint of the identity on F.

21

co f ~Obra to~on

The

v
0
.X
. 1~ ry 1~ ""2
~n
LJ

taking fibres a cofibration
so a Puppe sequence

n/n
0,
.:!L=::o
YlE~ .... dG,

en

F 1 ----+X 1/kB = B ~F2' and

oF1~ B--7>F2-7SF1~SB---"' •.•

,

where, by what we have seen above, the first map is
equivalent to g.
In the h*-exact sequence of the triple (S2 FO ,SF ,F 2 )
1
the coboundary

h*(SF 1 , r2)~*(SB)~h*(S2)~h*(S2Fo' SF )
1

is induced from a map s2~SB, but 1T2 (SB)
1-co~~ected,

° since B is

=

thus the exact sequence breaka up into a short
J

exact sequence. The exact sequence of the cofibration

we have the following corillllutative diagram

which is isomorphic to
0

>h*(S2)

II

0

) 11*(S2)

)h*(SB)

) h*(S2F 0' F 2 )

l

1@
0(

y

) h*(S2 FO )

'I

fi*(SF 1 ) --~)o

Now, up to suspension, FOh*(F) is identified with
Imoc , and F- 1h*(F) is identified viith
F- 1h*(F)
FOh*(F)

Imp.

is identified with Imv C fi*(SF )
I

Therefore

~ h*(F) •

1.

FOh*(F)

22
NOli

't is induced from the Suspension of Lhe map

which we considered above, so 'We have a

F.--7E
I

cOmr.J.utative diagram

Hence the proposition follows.

Now in the spectral sequence, see [20],
E-P = Z-P/B-P where
r.'
r
r

So. taking p

z-P
r

= Im{H(-p,-p+r)---7H(-p,-p+1)},
.

B-P
r

= Im{H(~p-r+1,-p)~H{-P'P+1)}.

= 1,
Z-1
1

see (1.1.7),

= h*(SF l '

F 2 ),

Z-1 = Im{h*(S2Fo , F2)~h*(SF1'
r

2~r.

But we saw in the proof of (1.2.6) that there is a short
exact sequence
0---+ h*(S2 FO ' SF 1 ) ~h*(S2FO'

thus Z;1

=

Z1 1

= h*(SF~,

F2)~h*(SF1' F2)~0,.

F 2 ) for all rand

E;1 = COker{h*(Sr-IF2 , Fr+1 )~h*(SF1' F2 ) j.

There is then a sequence of homomorphisms

Corollary (1.2.8)
The edge homomorphiAm

Ell

= h*(SF 1 ,

F 2 ) "ii*(B)---H;.l

= :~:H ~ii"(F)

is the cohomology suspension.
Proof: FolloVTs immediately from the proof of Proposition
(1.2.6).
Note: Under the identification of the E2- term, theorem
-1
( h*, h* ) is the natural
1 8) , E-1~....
( 1 ••
1 ~E2-1 = Torh*(B)
map

h*(B) -----7 Qh*(B) - the indecomposable modul.e of h*(3) ~
I

through which the cohomology suspension factors.
The results of this section are exactly sioilar to
those in the parallel case of the classical EilenbergI-Toore spectral sequence, [45J. It may be possible to
prove analogues of the classical results for the general
situation of arbitrary X, Y in }:{iB, but we shall not need
these in the sequel.

§ 1 .3

The Chern character on K* (.P:~
Let G be a compact, 1-connected, simple Lie

andilG its loop space. Since G is simple, G is
and

gr~up,

2-connecte~

H3(Gj 7l) ~ 7Z, [1 OJ , generated by x3 say_ The integrc.J.

cohomology Serre spectral sequence of the path space fibr'.l.t·
on G shows that

H2 (llG; 7l) ~ 7l generated by an element 11.2

such that the transgression

~

= the

diffe~ential

dj

'!"'Y'!~T"\0

--_ .. 1...........
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U

2 into x3 • Hence the cohomology suspension () m8.ps

We recall two theorems.
Theorem (1.3.1)

(Hodgkin)
r

where the

Pei E K1 (G)

= rank

G,

are primitive generators defined via

the representation theory of G.
Proof: [31], or [6] and [3].
Theorem (1.3.2)

(Harris)

Consider the generator x3 E H3(G; 7.l) as an element
of H3 (G; Q), then

where the n

i

are integers, for which there is an algebraic

expression in terms of the root system of G.
Let d = hcf(n 1 , .•• , ~), then H*(G; ~) has
)

p-torsion if and only if p divides d.
PrQ.Qi:

[27].

Corollary (1.3.3)
Let Oi

= ~Pi EK*(D.G), where

CJ

is the K-theory

cohomology suspension, (1.2.5), then
chOl = n u 2 + {higher terms} E H**(nG; Q).
i
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Proof: The diagram

K*(G)

ch ,)H-X-(G; Q)

_ l(o-) ch

K* fiG

_**

l~

) H . (1LG;~)

commutes,

since the Chern character is natural and commutes with
coboundaries, [8]. The result follovlS from theorem (1.3.2)
and the remark that
Note that

<TX

3

{<T1' '"

= u2 •

,

()r} is a basis for

Im {o-:K*( G) ->K*(nG) }

since

~maps

Proposition

decomposable elements to zero.
(1.3.4)

There is an element

~

E K*(ilG) with

chef. = u 2 + {higher terms}.
Proof: Direct application of the Corollary of 2.5 of [8].
This result extends to the infinite dimensionalflG since
it depends only on the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence
f'orfiG.The spectral sequence collapses, H*(flG) being evendimensional, ·[13], and so, by Proposition I,2.1 of [31]",
converges to K*(nG). This last is then isomorphic to
K* (nG), by Theorem l' of [17].

§1.4

Non-convergence Theorem
In this section we prove a theorem showing non-
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convergence, in that the map

A of

(j. 1 .9)

fails to be an

isomorphism, of the spectral sequence of (1.1.7) for
K-theory and the path space fibration on a Lie group
with torsion. This provides a negative answer to the
conjecture of [33J, which was that the spectral sequence
should converge when the base space had the homotopy type
of a finite mal-complex.
We form the spectral sequence of (1.1.7) with
h* = K*
B

=G

x=
and Y

=

AG

representable K-theory,
a compact, 1-connected, simple Lie group,
the space of paths on G at e E G,

Ie}, so that

XxY = F = fiG.
B

Then we have A :H~K*(!lG).
Theorem (1.4.1)
)

If H*(G) has torsion,
~:

Ais

not an epimorphism.

~is a monomorphim, since tensoring with the rationals

the Chern character provides an isomorphism of the theories
K*( )aQ and H*( ; Q) and A is an isomorphism for ordinary
theories, as is show'n in D3]. On the other hand we shall
see in the proof of the theorem thatH is t6rsion~free.

Proof: The E.,-term
of the spectral sequence
'-

i~,

(1.1.8),

E'2 P = TorK~(G)(K*(AG), K*({e})),
=

T~rK~ (G) (~ , ~).

Since K*(G) is an exterior algebra on r (= rank G)
generators, (1.3.1), ~~ is a divided polynomial algebra
on r generators in dimension -1, see

d;1

-=

° for r~2.

~9J.

By (1.1 .10), the differentials are

derivations, hence the spectral sequence collapses and
E*
co = E*
2"

Now the filtration

°

C FOH C F- 1H

on H is such that

F-I1r

~

F-p+1 H

••• C F-% C F-p-1 H C

~ E~

= E- P • So

2

th~t

7l, generated by 1.

Now

E'2f = Tori{!(G) (Zl, ~) ~ QK*(G) the indecomposable

module vf K* ( G), and (1.2.8) shows us that compos ed vIi th

Athe

above identification is essentially the conomolc5J

suspension.
Let x ' ••• , xr E E;1
_ be generators corresponding to
1
{~e1};".' {~~r}' where { J denotes the class in the
-1

quotient QK*(G). If Y1"'~' Yr are elements .of F H
F- 1H
giving corresponding generators of -0--' then
i:' H

i = 1, .•• , r.
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2

Now E P has a basis of elements of the form
(x )k1

1

--

•. •

(x)kT
r

-

k r''

It follows, by induction using (1.1.10), that F-PH

h~s a

basis of elements
1,

k1 !

Let

0(

k r·I

E: K* (nG)

= u2

ch~

(1.3.~· )

be the element provided by

with

+ {higher terms},

suppose there is an element y

E:

F-PH 1'lhich }. maps into

IX •

-

We can write
y

k

(y ) 1

= Sum

of elements of the form

-L-

k
... _r_

(y) r

kr !

k1!

Ay

=

0(

= Sum of elements of the form

,

(a; ) k 1

(a: ) kr

--L ... ......:L
k1!

,

kr !

= a 10j + ••• + ar~ + {elements of higher degree},

where the a.). are integers.
k1
Tl ~
k + .•• +1<",
n 1···.:....J.
--r
r u 1

Now

2

k1 ! ... k r !

+{highcr terms},
see (1.3.3). Thus
cha
and so

a

n

=

+ ••• +a n

1 1

r r

(a1n1+ ••• +arnr) + {higher terms},

= 1.

But, since H*(G) has torsion,
.

(1.3.2) tells us that the n.). have highest common facto)'"
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greater than 1, so we have a contradiction and

By Cartan-Eilenberg'~ axiom (S.P.5), [20J, H = ~F-PH,
therefore

0(

f/.

Im{~:H-----?K*(.QG)},

and the theorem is

proved.

SinceflG is an infinite dimensional space K*(IlG) can
be expected to have a non-trivial topology 'tlTith respect
to the skeleton filtration of [8J.

\'fe

might then only

expect ">t :H--7K*(nG) to map onto a dense subspace, but
we have the following
Corollary (1.4.2)

ImA

C K*(fiG) is not dense with respect to the

skeleton filtration topology.
Proof:

vIe

have seen from the proof of the theorem that

there is an element ~ E K*([lG) ~uch that cm=

'U

terms} which is not in the image of">t. Sinc e by

2+ {higher

[8J,

see also the proof of (1.3.4), the Chern character
defines the filtration topology, there is a neighbourhood
V of

0(

in K*(IlG) such that ch~ = u 2+ {higher terms} for

all ~E V. Then the proof of the theorem shows us that
Vn

IlIiA

= ~.
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If G is a semi-simple, 1-connected, compact Lie
group we can "trite

G = G x ••• xG ,
1
k

where each

i is

G

simple and 1-connect~d, [12J. By the Kiinneth formula
G has torsion in its cohomology if and only if one of

and the Chern character on KlI-(G) is the tensor l?rc-duct
;

of the Chern characters on K*(G 1 ) and K*(G'). It is
easy to see that the results' of §1.3 can be extended,
we have
H*(.fl.G; Q) = H*(nG 1 ; Q)®H*(nG'; Q),
= Q[u , ••• ]6H*(nG'; Q),
2
and Im{<T:K*(.nG)~K*(.nG)} has a basis {~, •••

r

1

= rank

'or1 , ... , or} ,

G1 , r = rank G, such that
ch~ = n u

+ {higher termsJ,
i 2

and cha-:J. E

1®H*(fiG'; Q), for i

We also have 'an ~ E K*(~G) with ch~

i = 1, ••• ,r 1

= r 1+1, ••• ,r.

= u2

+ {higher te~s}.

Since H*{G ) has torsion the n i have highest common
1
factor greater than 1, and we have enough machinery to
make the proof of the theorem work for
Corollary (1.4.3)
Theorem (1.4.1) holds for G serei-simple.
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We note that the proof of the theorem used only
the identification of the edge-homomorphism of (1.2.8)
and the

multiplicati~e

structure of the spectral

sequence. These two properties are very natural
generaJ_isations of the corresponding results for the
classical Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, [4~, and
so we can conjecture that there is no

generalis~d

Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence for K-theory which
converges for the path space" fibration on a Lie group
with toreion.
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Chapter 2
In this chapter we extend the method used by Bott
in

[14J to obtain the homology of the space of loops on

a Lie group to K-theory. The first three sections are
devoted to setting up the neccessary algebraic machinery.
In the last four we apply this to our topological

situation. We show how the algebraic

const~~cti0n
,

bnhav8s

we11 with respect to the Adams operations and obtain
complete

~esults

for the Unitary groups and the first

Symplectic group. We have not been able to make the more
complicated calcul,ations for other groups. In the last
section we make use of a result on the K-theory of
homogeneous spaces to prove a theorem" (2.7.8), which irprinciple, provides, together with the results of

~ott

in

[14], a complete algebraic description of K*(flG) in tarms
of representation theory. 've have not yet been able to
make computational use of this result.
§2.1.

Completed Tensor Products and Inverse Limits
In this section we prove the

tecr~ical

results

neccessary to extend the ideas of 96 of [14] from
the graded to the filtered case.
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Let R be a fixed Noetherian cOlTIIlutative ring 1'1ith
unit, and let ®

= ®R

throughout.

Definition (2.1.1)
An R-module M is .filtered if We are given a

decreasing sequence
M = MO::> M1 ::>

••• :::>

Mp

?

Mp+ 1? •••

of R-submodules.
A morphism

f:M~N

of filtered modules is an R-

homomorphism such that f(Mp) C Np '
The completion of a filtered module M is defined by

l\r~ = tim{i},
p

there is a natural map

p

M~MI\

induced from the projections.

M is complete if this map is an isomorphism. l\tI1\ has a
filtration defined by (F-il\)
.

p

= Ker{M"~IvI/F-ip} with

respect to which it is complete.
M is freely filtered if fOJ' each p, Mp and M/M p are
free R-modules.
M is finitely filtered if for each p, M/M p is a
finitely generated R-module.
M is discretely filtered if for some n, Mn = O.
Definition (2.1.2)
Let M,N be two filtered R-modules. Filter the te!!sor
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product

MeN

by

2:

p+q=r

M sN

p

q

The completed tensor 'product

MiN

is the completion of

MeN with respect to this filtration. That is

Propostion (2.1.3)
If M is freely filtered" then
,.
MeN =

,"~ l-i

N

l

~l.lI1 1M ~ ~.
,q

p

q'

Proof: For each p,q, since Mp ' M/Mp and hence M are free,
we have the folloVTing commutative diagram

where all the row"s and columns are exact. Hence there is
a short exact sequence

o -~')N@N+M0N---7'')
M®N --~') M/IJ!p®N/Nq---7'> 0,
q"
p
obtained by a sim.ple diagram chase, see [36J 11..5 Ex3~
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Therefore

~ j~ ~ t
p,q 1 p q~

=

I

=tim
M0N
lp,q N0N · +M ®N) q p

~

I

H~N

l

~m M0lJr +Mr ®N)'

the diagonal subsystem being cofinal. But
(M®N) 2r C Mr®N + ]\~®Nr C (r.~®N) r"
Thus the two filtrations of :r.10N, by (M0N)r and by
(MreN + N0."M r ), define the f..t'JIle topology on M®N, so the
completions are isomorphic.
Proposition (2.1.4)
Let M,N,P be three filtered R-modules with M,P
freely filtered then

(M®N)®P

= M9(N~P).

Proof: By a simple application of Lemma (3.11) of [4J,
the map 11®N ~ M 0N is an epimorphism and the proof
Mr Nr
of (2.1.3) shows that kernels of such maps provide a
filtration on I~N equivalent to that determined by (2.1.;)
and (2.1.2). So by (2.1.3)
(:r.IiN)@P = tim
r

ag~in

{(r1rJ!N
®l:!
r

r

)®R }
p.

r

NOrT,use the result on ordinary tensor products.
Lemma (2.1.5)
Let

~Ui}

be an inverse system of R-modules,

indexed over the non-negative integers, and V a free
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finitely generated R-module, then the natural

IDPP

is an isomorphism.
Proof': See [41] Theorem 2.
PropositiQU (2.1.6)
If M is finitely generated and freely filtered then

Proof: It folloVTS immediatel.y from the assumptions on lVI
that there is an integ?r nO such that 1\1 n = MnO for all
So that

M"

Hence

= M/Mn

o

n~nO·

is free and finitely generated.

MiN = ~im{M/Mp0N/Nq}' by (2.1.3),
,q

-_

MA~
10'

NA , b y (2 ."1 5) •

Proposition (2.1.7)
Let

{Mi} .~O
J. ...

be an inverse system of filtered

modules such that
1) Each

r-1: i

is finitely generated and discrete, .

2) For each p the inverse system{M~}i~O satisfies
the condition (ML) of [4J§3.
Write M =

~{Mi},
J.

filtered by Mp
-

= ~:tmtM~},
J.

~

B.nd

.
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let N be a freely and finitely filtered
M

®N

=

modu~e.

Then

l!.m {JI1 i eN"} •
~

Proof: By assumption '2), the exact sequences

give in the limit, see [4] (3.8), an exact sequence
0 - -4) M --~) M - - 4 - )

tim {r.1 i /l~i} - - 4 - ) 0,

P i P

showing that
-

Now

MiN

= p;q
lim.{M/M ®N/Nq },
p

by (2.1.3),

= lim {'(lim {Hi /Mi} )®N/Nq },
p

p;q T

= (lim. {rlJ i

/r',[~®N/Nq} ,

by (2. 1 .5 ) ,

p,q,~

=

~~ {rlJieNII.} , .. by (2.1.6).
~

Proposition (2.1.8)
Let

IMi}i~O' {Nj}j~O be two inverse systems of

complete, freely filtered, finitely generated modules,
both satisfying condition 2) of Proposition (2.1.7).
Let

M = ~~{Mi}, N
~

Then

= ~~tNj},

filtered as in (2.1.7).

J.

M 0 N = lim
IN i ~ Nj}.
f--.
1,J
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Proof: As in the proof of (2.1.7), M/Mp

= t~dMi/M~},
1

:tlID' {MiA}
rc
i

M and similarly for N.
=,

Thus, by (2.1.7),
M @ N = ~im{rJIi

® N},

i

by another application of (2.1.7), vlhich proves the
proposition.
We see now hOrT this construction app::!.ies to K-theory.
Let X be a OW-complex, then by K*(X) we mean the representable
~

K-theory of X. We can filter K*(X) by
K*(X)p = Ker{K*(X)~K*(Xp-1)},
. where Xp-1 is the (p-1 )-skeleton. Recall from [4J that
this filtration is an invariant of homotopy type.
Suppose X and Yare spaces with the homotopy type of
OW-complexes,' then XxY is also such a space. The exterior
product
then maps

K*(X) a K*(Y)
K*(X)p 0 K*(Y)q into

.. K*(XxY)
K*(XxY)p+q' [4 2]5.3.

So with respect to the tensor product filtration of (2.1.2)
the exterior product is a filtered map.

.

'
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Let X and Y be spaces with the homotopy type of
OW-complexes with finite skeletons, and such that their
integral cohomology is torsion free, then the exterior
product factors to give an isomorphism
K*(X) ® K*(Y) --~) K*(XxY)
of filtered

~modulcs.

Proof: Since H*(X)', H*(Y) and hence H*(XxY) are torsionfree of finite type, the Atiyah-Hirzebruch

spectr~.

sequences for the three spaces collapse, [8]. They
strongly converge therefore to +K-!I-(X),. +K*(Y), +K*(XxY),
and these are equal to K*(X), K*(Y), K*(XxY), respectively,

[17J. Thus K*(X), K*(Y), K*(XxY) are all complete freely
and finitely filtered ~modules, [4J.
The exterior product induces a map of the Gpectral
sequences
which on theE 2-terms is the isomorphism induced by the
cohomology exterior product, and on the

~-terms

compatible with the K-theory exterior product.
Thus in the diagram

is
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1

1

O~(K*(X)®K*(Y) )~K*(X)0K*(Y)~ K*(X)~K*(Y)

o

~ K*(XxY)r

)0

(K*(X~~'(Y»r
> K*(XxY)

> K*(XxY)

') 0

K*(XxY)r

the map f is identified with the isomorphism

In the limit therefore we have
K*(X) 0 K*(Y) --~) K*(X)

1

K*(XxY)

~

® K*(Y)

~l

) K*(XxY)~

The fact that the isomorphism is filtered follows
immediately from the proof.
~:

This result is a special case of an infinite

dimensional KUnneth formula of V.M. Buhstaber, Theorem
4.1 of [18].
)

Proposition" (2.1.10)
If X is an H-space, and H*(X) is torsion-free of
finite type, then the maps
tp:K*(X) CD K*(X)---7>K*(XxX)

A* )K*(X),

!Jt:K*(X)-m~ K*(XxX)~(-'''''-K*(X)

i

K*(X),

where m and A are the multiplication and diagonal maps,
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together with the augmentation and unit
11: 7l-~") K*(X),

induced from the
X~point,

and

nat~al

maps point

C X

as the identj.ty,

give K*(X) the structure of a 7l 2-graded

completed Hopf algebra. That is the structllre diagrams
of Milnor and Moore, [39J, all commute w·ith 0
®

replacing

throughout.

Proof: K*(point)
p~1.

=~

has the filtration K*(point)p

= 0,

Hence by (2.1.6)
K*(X)

® 7l = K*(X)"®

7l

= K*(X)'" = K*(X).

It is trivial then that the diagrams of
K*(X)

® 7l

_ _1..;:;,.®...:...11_ K*(X)

,/
K*(X)

Associativity of the

~roduct

t~e

form

® K*(X)
commute.

ann diagonal follow

immediately from their definitions and Proposition (2.1.4).
It remains to show commutativity of the diagram
K*(x)iK*(X)

f(J

>K*(X)

~i~l
K* (X )iK* (X) ®K* (X )0K* (X)

--y,=---~~ K*(X)~K*(X)

,,,;0,,
1iT01

;> K* (X)iK* (X )QK* (X )®K* (X)

where T is the twisting homomorphism induced frorr
a ® b t-----7 (-1 )dim a .dim b b

0

a.
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But, by (2.1.10),(2.1.4), and [52J §6, this diagram is
K*(XxX) __ft._*_~~ K*(X) _--,-m_*_~') K*(XxX)

isomorphic to

(mxm)

1

*1.

(axa)*

K*(XxXxXxX)
where

t:XxX~XxX

(1xtx1)*

')K*(XxXxXxX)

is the map (x,y)l---')(y,x). That the

corresponding diagram of spaces commutes is easy to
verify, hence the result.
Corollary (2.1.11)
Under the hypotheses of
Hopi alge'ora, that is

K*{X)

® K*(X)

II'

(2.1.10), K*(X) is

a filtered

and'" are filtered maps, where

is given the filtration of (2.1.2).

Proof: Follows trivially from the definitions.

Infinite Symmetric Powers

62.2

Let'A be a free finitely generated R-module, with

an augmentation

1. e

£. :A~R

and unit

= 1 • Define inductively
R

that is

such that

n 1
n
1
A = A, A. = A - 0A,

n-fold tensor product of A• Define
An = An - 10A.

"1 :R~A

1,he

en·.An_--"'-An-1
as
~
~

10£ ~An-1®R = An - 1 ,

(2.2.1)
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Definition (2.2.2)

E7 n , the symmetric group on n synbols, acts in the
obvious way on An by ,permuting the order of the tensor
product.
Define ,!PA to be the submodule of ele!r!en'i:;s of An
fixed by the action of Gn .
Proposition (2.2.3)
~nA is a free finitely generated R-module, and

a direct summand of An.
Proof: If A has a basis {aO,a 1 , ••• ,a }, w'hich vFe may
k
choose such that a O = 1 = ~(1), t(a i )

n

Let

= S1

S

i~1,

then

S = { a • ® ••• 63)a , : i, E {0, 1 , ••• , k} }. The
1.1
1.n
J

An has basis
action of G

=0

on An is determined by its action on S.

U ••• U Sm

Gn-orbits. Pick

be the decomposition of S into

s. E S., i
1.

1.

= 1, ••• ,m,

then 5~ has

\

a basis {[si1

i = 1, ••. ,m}, lThere [siJ

Define a map An ~'~PA

=

1:
sES

s, thus
i

such that on the basis S

if s

~

s.1. for . some i.

Then this splits the inclusion !PA C An, shovTing that
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~~ is a direct summand.

Proposition (2.2.4)
~n maps SnA into ~n-1A.

Proof: If u E An,

(J

E6

n-

1 C G , then (2.2.1) show·s that

n

The proposition follows.
By Proposition (2.2.4), we may form an inverse sysi&m
R~A~S2A~

.,n-1 A ~vA~
en "n.

••• ~v

•••

(2.2.5)

Definition (2.2.6)
The infinite symmetric power of A,

written~A,

is

the inverse limit of (2.2.5). The maps of the inverse
system provide a homomorphism E.*:SA--7A, and an
augmentation
Suppose

£ :~A----7R.

nO"VT

that A is freely filtered, see (2.1.1),

and complete, hence that A = 0 for Eiome s, since A is
s

finitely generated. Assume that A1 = Ker{£:A---7'RJ.
Inductively An has the filtration

and we can give SnA the filtration
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( ~nA)
~
p = (An) p

A
I I

.4'nA

v

r::- .
= Qn-lnvariant

submodule of

(

An )p.

maps A1 to zero

Cn :An ---7A n- 1 is a filtered

homomorphism, and thus so is

£n: $1A---)5n- 1A, and we C2.n

Since

£

give,sA the filtration

Proposition (2.2.7)
For n)p,

Proof: Consider the following diagram

From the diagram

en

is an epimorphism since en is; we

will have proved that it is a monomorphism if we can
show that, if x E SnA is such that £nx E (gn.-1 A)p' then
x E (~nA)p.
Case 1: If £~ = 0, then, with the notation of the proof
of (2.2.3), write

x = L r . . a 1.
11 • • • 1n

® ••• ®a .

1

1

n

,r.

. E R,

11 • • • 1n

where the summation is over al i 1 , ••• ,in E {0,1, ••• ,k}.
Now, since

o

(aO) = 1,

(a.)
= 0 i~ 1 "
1

= e~ =

showing that

r.

11 .•

.

ol

0

_
n 1

= O.

Similarly by synmetry if
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° then r.

.

1 1 ···1

=

n

O. Therefore, in the eY.:pansion

of x above, all the non-zero
elements a. 0
11

••• ®a.

1n

sUIT~ands

are multiples of

'''lith i 1 , ••• ,i E {1, ••• ,k}, that is
n

Case 2: In general. In the notation of the proof of (2.2.3),
let

{[siJ

:

i=1, ••• ,m} be a basis for ~n-~A, which we can

clearly choose so that

{[si] : i=1, ••. ,I} is a basis for

(5 n- 1A)p C ~n-1A. Define f.~:~n-1A~.snA

[s;]e----->;[s.®1]
~
1

1

by

= 11(1).

(recall [ ] indicates summation over the Gn-orbit), then
&n. ~ = identity. So if x E ,snA and E.nX E (.:Sn-1 A)p' since
tn(x - fn&nx )

= 0,

by Case 1, it is sufficient to prove that

tll&nxE (~nA)p. But by construction ~ maps (Sn-1 A)p into
(~nA)p.

•

No:·r since E.~ is an epimorphism the inverse system

{(.snA)p}n~o satisties the condition (r·~L) of

in the limit there is an exact sequence

The result now follows.

[4]. Hence
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Corollary (2.2.8)
,jA is complete Ivi th respect to the filtration defined
above.
Proof:

. SA" =

~{~A/(SA)

P

P

},

= ~im{~nA/(~nA)
p,n

= lim{SnA},

p

}, by the prpof of (2.2.7)

since ~nA is complete

n

We proceed nOiv to show how .sA has a canonical
completed coalgebra structure.
Definition (2.2.9)
For each

i,j~O

A.

~,

we define

.:A i+j_.~ Ai®A j
J

to be the isomorphism

~.

. factors to give

~,J

.6.. . :Si+jA -~) ~iA0SjA,
~,J

which clearly maps (Si+jA) into (~iA@~jA)p.
.
p

Proposition (2.2.10)
The following two diagrams commute
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Proof: That the first commutes is trivial since it does
i+·
. .
. .
so on the A J-l evel , that is if A1 +J replaces Sl+JA etc.
Commutativity of the second diagram follows if one
notes that the homomorphisms en defined as in (2.2.1)
and 'en defined by ten(a1® .•• ~an)

= £(a 1 )a 2@••• ®an

agree on the submodule SnA •
If wo consider the inverse system {~iA®~jA} indexed
over the ordered set 72;+ x .~+ , with maps

ei®1, 1~ e: j ,

Proposition (2.2.10) shows that, with respect to the map

form a morphism of inverse systems and we obtain in the
limit

= ~im{.5i+jA} ~~in;{.siA0~jA} (2.2.11)
i+j
Lemma (2.2.12)

1,J
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Proof: To apply Proposition (2.1.8) we need that
<snA)p

c .snA is a direct summand for each n,p.

Since each Ap

C~

is a direct summand by assumption

we may choose the basis {aO, ••• ,a } of A so that
k

{aO' ••• ,a,",c } is a basis for As -r ,r=1 , ••• ,s (recall that
r
Ao'

= 0).

Then the basis {a. 0 ••• 0a. : i . E {O, ••• ,k}} for
11
1n
J
n
An is such that {a. 0 ••• 0a. : i.~k , E r. ~ ns - p}
11
ln
J rj
j=1 J
~

forms a basis for (An) p • Hence
(An) p is a direct summand
.
of An and it follow's t~at (~nA)p is of S~.
We may now apply (2.1.8) to obtain the required
result.
Definition (2.2.13)
Define 'V)n:R~.snA by h----l) 1® ••• ®1, then '''In commutes
with the maps of the inverse system (2.2.5) and determines

Proposition (2.2.14)
The map A

:$A~~A®~A

provided by (2.2.11) and

(2.2.12) together with the homomorphisms £,~ of (2.2.6)
and (2.2.13) give $A the structure of a completed, filter3d,

commutative coalgebra, with diagonal ~, unit
augmentation,?

£,

and
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Proof: For i,j,k>O

commutes since it does so on the Ai+j+k-level. Then in the
limit, using (2.1.4) and an obvious extension of (2.2.12),
we obtain the commuting diagram

I

I

which shows that 6 is associative.
Now

e:~A~R

is defined, see (2.2.6), as the inverse

limit of {c.n:.snA~R}, where en = £0.0 oo€n-1o £n. Thus the
following commutes since it does so at the Ai+j-level,

Then in the limit we have

corr~uting,

USillg (2.1.6)

The commutativity 01 the mirror illiage diHgrmn, and of
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those involving,,?, folloW' siruilarly using a simila:r: trid:
to that employed in the proof of (2.2.10)
For commutativity of the coalgebra note that

$:i+jA.~

>.s:iAjlll:jA

L\j,~

..sjA®SiA
commutes, 'where T is the tvlisting ilomomorphism, 'since if
TA.1,J.u =~.J .,(1:'u)
l , where 'l:"E:

G.+
1 J.is

the element

{12 ••• i+j)i. In the limit this provides the required
diagmm.

The fact that the coalgebra is filtered follows
./

Since~l. i

,

...

iS'a filtered map, as noted in (2.2.9), and

hence so is A.
Definition (2.2.15)

A = Ker£.

Let

by

Coker'l' and define
"n,,-...n
.....
~nA = Kerltn:S A----7'R} ,
l.n:A --. S A,

in (a ) -

=

a® 1€I ••• ® 1

+ 1®a® ••• ® 1 + ••• + 1® ••• ® 1~a ,

= [a®1® ••• ®1], in the notation of the proof

of (2.2.3), where 1 =
Then

~(1) E:

£,n0 l.n
. = l.n_1'
.

~

fA

A.
so we ha.ve
a limit map
.

=

Ker{t.: A~R}.
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Proposition (2.2.16)

Im{i:A~lAJ

= P:SA, the primltive module of the

coalgebra &A.

,....

where Ais defined as the composition
.fA C

where

"TT

~ A ~ ~ Ai!!.A ""®"1f") -ft..0 ~,

= (1 - 'JE.) :,sA

--7'SA

is the projection.

~

Define b..~, J' as the composition
~

~~' J A C

• -I- •

Sl. J A

A...

.
. iT.;01T;
~,J ) .s~A0 SJ A _";:;;-'-'-..-.lL...J-

r:- r:-'
~J.A®SJ A.

We claim that
,...

o -----,).) A

(2.2.17)
is'exact.

It is easy to see that i. . is a monomorphism and that
~+J

"" 'oi .. . =
f:l.
~,J
~+J
,.....

O. "tie prove b:f induction on i and j that

Ker~i, j C 1m ii+j.

For the basis of the induction consider the case
"-

i = j = 1. It is clear to see tha.t ~1 ,1 is the composition

.:5~

C A 2 = A®A

and hence that

Ker~, 1

7r6?JlT"

~ A®A

=

~® ~~,

= ..s2A rI Ker(1T@7T) = 1m i 2 "

"

For the induction step we consider the diagram
i.

-.-:
O _ _ A_._-=i::...;.+..,w.J_ S+JA

1~+j+~

,...

6,..
~,J

§+j~ .6.i + 1 , j

./'t-

"........

,5J.A®SJA '
iEi+101

.,/."'"-r1

I.r.'

_~~+ A0~JA

(2,2.18)
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which commutes by (2.2.10). (The argument

for the similar

diagram obtained by replacing (i+1,j) by (i,j+1) in the
bottom right hand corner is the same.)
C1aim: Ker £

i+j+1

()

A

leer LJ.. 1·. =

1+ ,J

o.

..
Let x E K>.er £ i+j+1 th en express1ng
x as a sum of
basis elements in Ai +j+1, as in the proof of (2.2.7), x
is a sum .of elements of the form x 1® ••• ®x i + j +1 :t-1here
#OJ

Jell

E A

c(

=1, ••• ,i+j+1. Then

"-

so if x E KerLli +1 ,j' x
Nowassume

= 0,

proving the claim.

that the top row of (2.2.18) is exact,

,...,
and supposelli+ 1 ,jX = 0, then

25.. 1,J
.. ei + j +1 x =

i

1

(e: + 01)LS'+
J'x = O.
1 1,

Thus there io an element a E
then

•

·..L.1

A such that ii+ja = £l+J. ·x,

f i + j + 1 (i.

. a - x) = 0, but.6.l+,J
1 'oi'+"+1;:::
0, as : we
1 J
1+J+1
-

noted above, henceii+j+1~ - x E Ker~i+1,j

n

i+1~1

Ker£-'

= 0,

by t~e claim. So x = ii+j+1a, and the bottom row is exact.
This completes the induction.
In the limit we obtain, by [4] (3.8), an exact sequence
0--+>-

A

which proves the proposition.
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Assume nOli that in addition A is a commutative
algebra over R, with product
£ and

'I are

r;n.:L01~~A, and

augrnentat~on and unit.

for llhich

vie "Till assume also that

A is a filtered algebra, that is
m:A &A ~A
•
P q
p+q
We give An the tensor product algebra structure, that is

is defined by (a 1® ••• ®an )®(b 10 ••• ~bn)l---4m(a1®b1 )® ••• em(an®b ) .
n
.snA is a filtered subalgebra, and ED.: ~.nA----+~n-1 A an
algebra homomorpbism. vie obtain in the limit

which gives

~A

commutative

the structure of a completed, filtered,
algebra over R.

Proposition (2.2.19)
is a completed Hopf algebra over R.

~A

Proof:

~ll

that remains to prove is that 6 is an

algebra homomorphism. The diagram

..

..

S1+JA@~1+JA

A . . ®A .
1,J

1,J

commutes since it does so at the Ai·~-j-level. Then in the
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limit we obtain the required

diagra~.

Definition (2.2.20)
Suppose H is a oompleted, filtered Hopf algebra over

R with unit and augmentation, which has commutative
coalgebra structure. Let

f:H~A

be a morphism of

augmented, filtered algebras I'lith unit.
.6.:H~m~H

Let

ii1

i1n = frn - 1sH,

= H,

1\
put un

=

I\n-1 o

Ll

1\

• • • o~:

be the diagonal of H, definer inductively
and 6n:Hn~ Hn+1 by

H'
H~n • r:d if ,.)~nH is
~
on ac t s on :frn an,

the invariant submodule, by commutativity of /j., Don maps
into ~. Clearly f induces

Snf:SnH~gnA =SnA, since A is discrete.

so we can define

fo'f

== l~!gnfobn} :H~~A,
n

which will be a filtered map.
Proposition (2.2.21)
~f

is a morphism of completed Hopf algebras such

that the diagram

commutes.
(£* is as in Definition (2.2.6).)
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Proof: Since f is an algebra homorc.orI,hism so is ,3nf , and
An is an algebra homomorphism since

fj.

is. Thus Sf i::: an

algebra homomorphism"
For each i,j~1, it is easily checked that the dlagram
.6i &6
j ~ SiH0 gjH . Sif~.sjf ) -Si.A~~j L
H®H

r~
H

1~·

.

lb..

~,J

~i+j

~

gi+jH

~,J

~i+jf

') .<.i+jA-~

commutes, sho,ving, on, taking J-imi ts, that

f

is a

coalgebra homomorphism.
That the diagram of the statement commutes is a
consequence of the facts that f commutes with the
augementations, and that the augmentation in H is a
unit for.6.
Corollary (2.2.22)
If

..,

PH CHis the primitive module, the following

diagram commutes

~A

rji
PH""""-

fl

~.A.

Proof: Immediate from the definitions of

.sf

and i.

We may apply the process of teking the symmetric
power to a free, finitely generated, commutative algebra
which is ~aded over the non-negative integers, and, if
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the kernel of the au.gmentation is in strictly positive
dimension, by taking graded tensor products there is no
need to use completions. The infinite

sym~etric

power

will then be a graded Hopf algebra.
Proposition (2.2.23)
Let A be a filtered algebra as above, and let GA.
be the corresponding graded algebra, then
G(5A) ~ S(GA),

as graded Hopf algebras.
Proof: Trivial.

Infinite Symmetric Products and Duality
We begin this section by studying the construction
dual to that of §2.2. Thin is more familiar; the proofs
are dual, but easier due to the good behaviour of direct
limits. Thus we do not need to use completed tensor
products. We state most of the results without proof.
'Let C be a free finitely generated R-module with
unit and augmentHtion

R~C
~
.

tIe

assume that we have

an increasing filtration
,- ••• C C .= C,

s

for some s, such that

C C C is a free direct summand
p
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for all p, and eO =
Define

e

1

Im~.

n 1 = e n0C, and 'f-:Cn~ Cn+ 1 as

= e, e +

en = en®R

10..,) Cn0C = Cn+1.

Inductively let

then this defines an increas:Lng filtration on en having
the same properties as that on C.
f)n acts on en, preserving the filtration. Let
un be the subrnodule generated by elements

(u -ciu),

sne inherits an increasing filtration from Cn, and ~n
factors to give

"1 n : SnC --7 Sn+1 C.

\'1e have a direct system

0:£ increasingly filtered R-modules
n

e ~ S2C ~ ••• - 7 SnC 11. ) Sn+1C ~....

(2.3.1)

Definition (2.3.2)
The infinite symmetric product of e, written SC, is
defined as the direct limit of (2.3.1). sa has a filtration
induced
R(

"1
E.

from those of the SnC. We have induced maps

>se and

~*:C~SC.

Proposition (2.3.3)
snc is a free finitely generat~d R-module.
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Proof: Dual to that of Proposition (2.2.3).
Proposition (2.3.4)
For

n~p,

(S.C)p ~ (SnC)p.

Proof: Dual to that of Proposition(2.2.7).
Corollary (2.3.5)

sa

= lfi{ (SC)p}.

Pr22!: As Corollary (2.2.8)
The natural isomorphism. Ci®Cj~ Ci+j

and in the limit

m:SC9SC

---+)

factors to

SC,

making se an algebra with unit 'I and augmentation t. It
is a filtered algebra, in the sense that

If a started off as a filtered coalgebra, then SC
becomes a Hopf algebra. Given an increasingly filtered
Hopf al.gebraK, and a map

g:C ~ K "lhich is a filtered

coalgebra morphism, there is defined a filtered Hopf
al.gebra homomorphism

Sg:SC----?K such that the diagram

commutes.
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Suppose now that A,C are dual filtered R-modules,
that is

A = Hom(C ,R),

(We write Hom

= HomR

o )

and thus, since C is free and finitely generated
C = Hom(A,R),
and the filtrations

ar~

given by

Ap = Annihilator of Cp_ 1 = Hom(C/C p_ 1 ,R),
Cp = Ar~ihilator

so that
Assume also that

A(

of Ap+1 •

~ ) R, R (~ ) C are dual.

Proposition (2.3.6)
The inverse system (2.2.5) and the direct oystcm

(2.3.1) of filtered modules are dual.
Proof: Consider the follo"Vling diagram

The rows are exact, the top one by (2.3.3), a.nd the
isomorphism is provided by 1Z' 04.3 of [36].
Suppose a

E:

SnA ,

<a,u -

O-E:

~u>

G'n' and (u - O"u) E Un, then

=<

a,u> - <

a,~u>,

= < a,u > - <0- -1 a,u > ,

= 0,

since

-1

0-

a = a.

Thus there is induced a monomorphism ~nA---7Hom(Snc,R).
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Suppose

nOvT

that A E Hom(SnC,R), that is '>I :C n --7R

and annihilates Un. Considering A as an element of An, so
that G'.. acts upon it, for
n

.

0-

E

Gn , . c

E Cn

< 0'"A, c > = < ~ , cr- 1c _>,
= < "f\,(T-1 C >

+ < "II ,C

-

cr--1 c >,

=<A,c>.

The duality of ~.n and 1Jn is deduced f:com that of
£

and

'1.
The duality of the filtrations follows by looking at

the filtrations on An and Cn.
Corollary (2.3.7)
j;A = Hom(SC ,R)

as fiJ.tered R-modules.

Proof: Use Theorem I of [4·j].
Corollary (2.3.8)
For

n~p,

(SC)p = (SnC)p = Hom(~nA/(SnA)p+1,R) = Hom(SA/(~A)p+1,R).
Proof: Follows from (2.3.4),2.3.6), and (2.2.7).
Lemma (2.3.9)
Let N be an increasingly filtered freeR-module
NO C N1 C ••• C N, with Np a free finitely
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generated direct summand of N, for each p, and N = lim{N I.
~

Let M = Hom(N,R) decreasingly filtered by N

p

then

p

= Annih(Np-1 )

Hom(N0N,R) = r·1®r·i.

Proof: By V. 4. 1 of [36J, it follows that

and since tensor product commutes with direct limits,

[49] 5.1.9,

Hom(N®N,R) = Hom(lim IN ®lr },n),

p;q

=

p

q

.-

lim{Hom(N ,R)@Hom(N ,R)},

p,q

P

q

= MeM, see (2.1.3).

Corollary (2.3.10)
If K is an increasingly filtered Hopf algebra, with
filtration satisfying the. conditions of (2.3.9), then
H

= Hom(K,R)

is a completed filtered Hopf algebra.

Proof: Immediate.

-

As an application of this corollary, note that if
X is an H-space such that H*(X) is torsion free of finite
type then K*(X) is a Hopf algebra over the integers, and
the skeleton filtration, K*(X~ == Im{K*(XP) ~K*(X) J,
satisfies the conditions of (2.3.9) since K*( ) is
is additive, see (38]. Then K*(X) = !*(X) = Hom(K*(X),7l),
by [17] and [28] (2.3), is the dual completed Hopf algebra.
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Proposition (2.3.11)
If C is a filtered coalgebra and A the dual filtered
algebra, then $A is

~he

dual completed Hopf algebra to SC.

If K,H are as in (2.3.10) and f:H---»A is dual to
g:C---+K, then.sf of (2.2.20) is dual to Sg of (2.3.5).
Proof: Follows from (2.3.4),(2.3.7),(2.3.9), and the
definitions.
Note that (SC)p is not

~

subalgebra of SC, nor

.5A/(.!A)p+1 a quotient coalgebra of !:.A, so
(SC)p = Hom{SA/(.~A)p+1,R),
as in (2.3.8), as coalgebras only. But products which do

lie in (SC)p may be computed by duality with the diagonal
in :SA, modulo (SA)P+1.

§2.4

A Generating Hap for K-theory
In [14], Bott has introduced for each compact Lie

group G a generating variety V, and a map g:V--7AG, which

H.(o.G) multiplicatively. '\Ire show hO'tv this extends to
K-theory. We also generalise a theorem of Bott which enables
one to compute H*(nG) from H*(V) to K-theory.
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Theorem (2.4.1)
If

g:V ---+AG is the generating map of Bott [14J,

multiplicatively.
Proof: Let.

{1E~,qt a~d t2E~,q} be the K*-theory Atiyah-

Hirzebruch spectral sequences for the spaces VandllG,
respectively. By naturality the second is a multiplicative
spectral sequence.
Since the homology of both V and fiG occurs only in
even dimensions, ~3], both spectral sequences collapse.
Since we are considering K*-theory there are no convergence
problems, see [24J p. 146.
The map

g:V~llG

r
1 r
2Er}
induces a map {gp,q! Ep,q~ p,q

of the spectral sequences.
On the E2-terms it is just the map

So, by Bott's result and the collapsing of the spectral
"g'enerates 2E

sequences,

QI)

*,*

multiplicatively.
Let

A C K*(nG)

be the subring generated by the

that K*(llG)p C A. (Recall if X is a m'l-com.plex
K*(X)p = ImtK*(XP)~K*(X)}.)

Since H* (fiG) is even-o.imensional, the spectral
sequence tells us that K*(fiG)2p
only consider the

eve~

= K*(fiG)2p+1

so we need

filtration terms. Trivially

K*(fiG)O C A, assume now that K*(flG)2p_2 C A.
Let x E K*(nG)2p' denote by i its class in
K*(.o.G)2!K*(UG)2p_2 ~ 2E~p,*. We can write
-

x

1
n·
=i
E (g*a.)
•.• (g*a. 1 ),
l l

1E~p~,* ~ K*(V)2P~,1K*(V)2P~_2' where for

for some ai E

1 1 1

each i
For each i,j pick some y~1 E: K*(V) p.j
J.

y~1

j

then g*ai

= ai'

= ~~

-x

i

= g*Yl

such that

and

( g*Yi1) ••• ( g*Yi
ni) •

x - ~ (g*yi) ••• (g*y~i) E: K*(IlG)2p-2 C A, by inductj_01',

So

J.

but

E
i

1
(g~.)

n· E: A, by definition, thus x E: A •
••• (g*y.l)

1

].

This completes the induction.

and the theorem follows.
Corollary (2.4.2)
The map g*:K*(nG)~K*(V) maps the primitive module
of K*(AG) into K*(V) as a direct summand.
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Proof: By [28J (2.3), using always [17] to identify
!*(nG) and K*(fiG), we have K*(flG) = Hom(K.)(-(SlG),ll),
K*(V) = Hom(K*(V) ,71) •
.

.

The theorem implies that the composition

is onto, where QK*(fiG) is the ind~composable module. Thus
K*(V) g* ) K*(nG)~ QK*(nG)~ QK*(nO). (2.4.3)
Torsion i
is onto and split, since QK*(fiG)/Torsion is free. The
dual to (2.4.3) is
""*(. .!lG)?--PK*(nG )~_"'_
K
(
Hom (QK*(AG)
Torsion,?l ) ,

II

Hom ( QK* (nG ) , 7l )
which is thus a split monomorphism, proving the corollary.
Suppose now that we apply the construc.tions of i2. 2
and §2.3 to K*(V) and K*(V) respectively. ~1e give Kl!-(v)
and K*(V) the skeleton filtrations and the standard
augmentation and unit, V is a homogeneous space anu so
has ~ base point and g is a map of based spaces,
We obtain the follovTing tvlO diagrams

(2.4.4)

Y

r(nG)

SK*(V)

1.
g*) K* (V) ,

[14].
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where ~g* and Sg* are dual filtered Hopf algebra
homomorphisms, see (2.3.11).
Theorem (2.4.6)
In the diagram (2.4.4), Sg* identifies K*(IlG) with
the

ratioY~l

by

{1, i(g*PK*(flG»}, where i:K*(V)

closure of the subring of SK*(V) generated
)SK*(V) is the

map of (2.2.15), and PK*(flG) is the primitive mqdule.
Note: The rational closure of a subring is the smallest
subring containing it which is additively a direct
summand.·
Proof: By Theorem (2.4.1) and the definition of Sg* in
(2.4.5), dual to (2.2.20), Sg*:SK*(V)~K*(.nG) is onto.

·Since K*(fiG) is torsion-free by duality we get that
.:Sg*:K*(.n.G) ~ SK*(V)
is the inclusion of a direct summand.
Since

K*(fiG)®Q ~ H**(llG; Q), and H*(llG; Q) is a

graded Hopt' algebra, by [39], K* (.n.G )0Q is the closure,
with· respect to the filtration

topolo~y;

of the sub ring

generated by 1 and the primitive elements. Hence 1 and
g*(PK*(nG»
No~ing

generate rationally a dense subring of K*(OG).

that a direct summand of a completely filtered

module is closed in the filtration topology, and that, by
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Corollary (2.2.22),

g* (PK* (!l.G) ) = i(g*PK*(nG»

the

result follo1"lS.
Corollary (2.4.7)
g* induces

K*(!lG) - - 4 ) SK*(V)
K* (.Cl.G)
(SK*(V»
1"
n+1
n+

which identifies K*(fiG)/K*WlG)

1

n+.

with the rational

closure of the sub ring of ~K*(V)/(~K*(V»
1 generated
.
n+
by 11, i(g*PK*(flG»

modulo (SK*(V»

1}.
n+ "

Proof: By (2.2.20) -Sg* is a :filtered map, and thus the
required map is induceq.
From the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral. sequences and
using (2.2.23), we see that addi tively
K*(fiG)/ K*(nG)n+1
and

=

n

i
L H (fiG),

i=O
n
.
~K*(V)/(SK*(V»n+1 = L (~H*(V»\
i=O

where (~H*(V)i is the i-th dimensional component of the
graded algebra ~H* (V). The map betw"een these is just the
cohomology map 5g* up to dimension n. It is therefore the
inclusion of a direct summand, by 6.1 of ~ 4]. The
corollary nOl., follows from the theorem.
Ii we knmv K*(V) and Imtg*I:PK*(.nG)~K*(V)}

lie

may proceed to compute K*(GG) as follows.
Let :n "be the dimension of V, then, by Theorem (2.4.1)
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can have no relations in filtration greater than n, since
K*(V)n = K*(V). It i~ therefore sufficient to calculate
K*(.nG)n' or by duality K*(!lG)/K*(fiG)n+1' then using (2 • .1.7)
and (2. 2,- 7) this is given as the rational closure of the
subring generated by {1, i n (g*PK*(nG)} in

snx-x- (V) i (~nK* (V) )n+1 •
The diagonal modulo (~nK*(V) )n+1' then enables us to
compute the multiplicative relations in K*(nG).
'\fe uill apply this procedure in i2. 6.

§2.5

Adams Operations
For a CW-complex X, we have the operations
k E 7l,

of [1]. The ~k also act on KO(X), and for X such that
KO(X) is torsion-free the action is dual to that on

KO(~j.

We may write this action also on the left since the

rk

commute with each other.
Note: lole lTrite KO, KO rather than I~, K* when dealing
with the Adams operations because of their instability,
see [1] Corollary 5.3.
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Lemma (2.5.1)
If X, Yare CW-complexes,
",k(j, x .y~

= ~(d.. x ~

c(

E K(X),

). in K(XxY). (K

~ E: K(Y),

= KO

then

or K throughout.)
O

Proof: Follows immediately from [1] theorem 5.1, (ii).
ProPositi2n (2.5.2)
Let X be a CW-complex,
is a ring homomorphism.
j

a coalgebra homomorphism.
3) If X is an H-space and KO(X) is torsion-free,

homomorphisms.
Proof: Follows from the lemma by naturality.
Let A

= KO(V)

as algebra over ~, and define an action

of V'k on An, by ~k(a1®" .®an ) = (~ka1 )0 ••• @(~kan)' a i E A.
Proposition (2.5.3)
The action of the~ on An restricts to SnA and
,...

defines in the limit an action on

~

such that

,....

i:A----7~A

commutes with the ~k.
I:f g:V ~X is a continuous map and X an H-space
such that KO(X) is torsion free with commutative diagonal,
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then the induced map

Sg*:KO(X)~~KO(V)

of (2.2.20)

commutes with the action of the ",k.
Proof: Clearly ~k maps symmetric elements to symmetric
elements in An. If a 1G ••• san E An,

tno~k(a1® ••• @an)

= E(~kan) ~k(a1@ ••• @an_1)'

but €(,/,kan ) = &(an ), thus the first statement is proved.
To shoW" t4at i and ",k commute, it is sufficient to
prove that

n

~

in:A~~ A

and'"

y; k•.~n (a)

I

k

k
= ~.

=

~

do. But, if a E A,
(a01 ~ .•• ~ 1 + ••• + 1~ ••• ® 1®a) ,

t~1® .. . 01

+ ••• + 10 ••• ®1®fa,

= in (~ka).

gg*:KO(X)~~KO(V) is defined as the limit of
~
An
i6>(x)
n ;~nKO(X) ~ g* )Sr"K°(V), see (2.2.20). By

induction on Proposition (2.5.2) 3) the ~k commute
with ~

n

, and by naturality w·i th ~ng*. Hence the result.

Thus the action of the Adams operations on KO(nG)
may be computed from that on KO(V) using (2.5.3) ani
(2.~.6). The action on KO(nG) can be obtained by duality.

Application (2.5.4)
As Bott remarks in [1 4] , the space.aS

2n+1 is a

homology commutative H-space, thus K*(nS2n+~) is a
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cOlJ!1llutative completed Hopf algebra, ancl the roap

given as the adjoint of the identity map, is a generating
map for homology, and hence for K-theory, same proof as

(2.4.1 ) • Let

~

~*
be the generator of K
(8 2n ), then we have

the following resu~t, using [1J Corollary 5.2,
K*(nS 2n+1 ) ~ SK* (S2n)

is a divided power series algebra on one primitive generator
~

=

i(~),

and the action of the Ada.ms operations is

determined by

§2.6

~k~

=

~ •.

Applications
We apply the results of §2.4 to calculate K*(nG),

for G = SU(n+1), and the case G = 8p(2). We have not
been able to extend the application of our l"esul'i;s
furtl!er.
Theorem (2.6.1)
As Hopf algebra

with diagonal

:L: ~ ®
"+" k ~

~

J=

cr7
",

J

putting

~ =

1.

Proof: The generating variety for SU(n+1) is complex
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projective n-space Cpn, [14] 5, and
c(

E.:

°

K , [1] 7.2.

From the rational resu~t vTe know that PK*(.nSU(n+1»)
is a free Zl-module

0~n

generators. Since, by (2.4.2),

g* I :PK*(nSU(n+1») ---7'K*(Cpn) is the inclusion of a
direct summand, g*lpK*(nSU(.c,+1»

must be an isomorphism.

Thus the result of Theorem (2.4.4) applied to this case is
that K*(nSU(n+1»

is isomorphic to the rational closure of

of the subalgebra of ~K*(Cpn) generated by i(iC*(Cpn»), but
this is clearly the whole algebra. So
K*(nSU(n+1)

~ ~K*(Cpn).

The dual result is that K*(nSU(n+1» ~ SK*(Cpll),
which is easily see to be a polynomial algebra on K*(Cpn).
If we take

<

0(.

Ol
i ®

E.: K*(Cpll) dual to

j /..l(r,k
A
> = <

c( ,

0<.

~i E.: f*(Cpn), we find that

i+j , C1."k > =

C"
•
~+J,

0..

k'

which gives the diagonal.
We may compute the Adams operations in Ko(.Q.SU(n+1))
from the result of [1] 7.2 on KO(Cpn). We have
t./Jk o(i =. ( ( 1 ,+ C() k _ 1) i,

so by duality

\f k <:r.j = kar' \fIk C72 = k 2~

and these hold in K (nSU(n+1»
O

by §2.5.

+

k(k-1)

2

t

~,e c.,
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We turn now to nSp(2), its generating variety is the
space Sp(2)/U(2), see [14J 5.
Lemma (2.6.2)
K*( ~ ) ""

U(2}

H*( ~l~l) ;Q) ~

~

[a,c]
(c 2 , a 2-2c+ac)'
Q[uJ

(u 4 )

a,c E: Ko,

dim u = 2,

and where u is chosen to be an integral generator
u3
cha = u - 12 '
u2
u3
ch c =-' ~ - 4" •
Proof: We consider the composition

where

c(

is the- epimorphism

0f

[8] 5. 7. S inc e H* (Sd{(22))) is

torsion-free, [13], ch is a monomorphism, and so

K*(SU1~~»

is identified with the image of the above

composition.
By [12] 10.3, this is equal to the composition
R(U(2) )~H**(BT;Q) W(U(2» :.: H**(Bu(2);Q) -~H*(~1~~

jQ)

where we write W(G) for the Weyl group of G,
T C U(2) C Sp(2) is a maximal torus, and
homomorphism.

~

is induced from a

~

is the character

map~l(}) -~>Bu(2)'

but, under the Borel decription, [9J, it"is also the
natural projection
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.H**(BTo,Q) W(U(2»
.

.1'I)\'!(U(2»
._ _ _ _~:'I.. H**(BT''''
7'
, ISp(2)-~-

'!L(SP(?))
Q
U(2;'

= H'"

where ISp(2) is the ideal genorated by elements of positive
dimension in H**(B

. 01'1) - H**(B .1'I)\·1(Sp(2»
Sp(2)'''' T''''

Choosing suitable' generators vIe have
H**(BT;Q)

= Q[[x 1 ,x 2]]

H**(B ;Q)Vl(U(2»
T

=

Q[[<T.j,O-2

H**(B ;Q)Vl(Sp(2»
T

=

Q[['C

Thus

1

1

JJ

]]
2

,1:

H* (SJ(22? ; Q) == Q ["1 ' 0"'2 J,
('C'1 , 'C'2 )

And

P:'1t-I-~)U,

u2

: 0'2t-1-~) 2
Now,

dim x. = 2, i=1, 2.

•

by [2] 7.3,
R(U(2»

and

= ?l[)\1' )2'~21],

?( (~'1) = exp(x 1 )

+ exp(x 2 ),

X(~2) == exp(x 1 + x 2 )·

Therefore

u3
=2+u- 12
and

ChQ~(A2)

Then ch.d.

(~21) =

=1

+ u + ~

exp(-u)

=

2

,
u3

+ b

= exp(u).

(1 + (expu - 1

»-1

= 1- ( exp u -1 ) + ( exp u -1 ) 2_( exp u -1 ) 3 ,
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since (expu-1)n = 0, for n~4. Thus Ch o ol(II'21) is contained
in the subring generated by

ch.~(A2)' Hence K*(~(~:() is

identified with the s:ubring of
u2 u 3
U3
1, u-TI' u+ 2 +1). Letting

Q[uJ /

(u 4 ) generated by

3
a=u- ut2 ,
and c = (u +

u2

=

u

2

2

u3
+ b )

*'
3

2' +

a2

it is easy to verify that

= 2c

- ac

and

then {1,a,c,ac} provides a basis for K*(SJ(22j»

c2

= 0,

shmV'ing

that there are no more 'relations. This proves the lemma.
Corollary (2.6.3)
The skeleton filtration of

A2q_ 1

= A2q

A

= K*(~1~1)

has

for all q and
A2 = ,(a,e),
A4 = (c),
A6 = (ac),
\

Aa = 0.
Proo:f: Simple application of [a] 2.5.
Lemma (2.6.4)
The Adams operations on

~(~l~l» are given by

y)ra = ka _ k(k-1 t(k+O ac,
k

~

c

= k 2c

2
+ 2k-(k-1)
nc.
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Proof: By Theorem 5.1 (vi) of [1], if « E KO(X)
Chq{~k~)

where ch

q

= kQchq(~),

is the 2q-dimensional component of the Chern

character. So if

1'le

write

~a = Aka + Bk~ + Ckac
then (2.6.2) shows that
k

(
ch,~~a)

So we get Ak

= k,

Bk

2"

= Aku

= 0,

3
+ Bk u 2 + ( Bk - Ak + Ck)u.

Ck - k

2"

'4"

2"

1"2

= _k 3 ,
1""2

12

2"

which yields the

result for ~ka, similarly for ~kc.
Theorem (2.6.5)

lvith diagonal

u

= ue1

+ 10u,

2
v = V®1 + u @u - u0U +

U@U

2

+

10V.

Proof: 'lJle must fj.rst find the image of
g* I : PK* (ns p ( 2 ) ) - - - - J )

R* (~(}) ).

Since H* (ClSp(2) ; Q) ha.s primitive generators in dimensions
2 and 6, the image of

is the submodule generated by {u, u 3 }. Thus by Lemma (2.6.2)
.
...* Sp(~)
and (2.4.2) the required image in K (tn2T is the

submodule generated by la, ac}.
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By Proposition (2.4.7), K* (D.Sp(2) )/K-* (nSp( 2»7 is

identified with the rational closure of the subalgebra of

generated by {1, i(a), i(ac)}, for n~6.
\lie abuse the notation of §2.2 :=J,nd "tYrite [x~YJ for
[x@y@10 ••• 01] etc. Recall that the brackets [

J

indicate

summation over distinct permutations. Put

.., = i ( a ) =
~

is in filtration 2,

modulo

[a],:s = i ( ao) = [ac].

J in filtration 6, thus,

(S~* (SJ{{~~) »7'

we have

~4 = ~S = 32

=

0,

~2 = [a 2 ] + 2 [aea],

= 2 [c]

- [ao] + 2 [a0aJ,

')3 = [a 3 ] + 3 [a 20a] + 6 [a&a@a] ,
= 2 [ac] + 6 [c@a]

+ 6 [a@a0a] •

.Thus K* (OSp( 2) ) /K* (nsp( 2»7 has basis

t 1 , ~,
t

...,2
4

3 - 2J,:
.~'"I 6'.:s} •

.l-!

11

In the dual K*(.nSp(2»6 take {'I, u} as the beginning of a
dual-basis, then
< '12, u 2 > = < A'YJ2, u@u >
<~, u

<

'1 3 ,

u

2

>=<5,

3 > = 6,

u

2

=

2, ~

3
>=<'),

u

2

= i(a) is primitive,
>= 0.
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Choose v such t:b..a t

<s'
<'t'),
then

v>
V

>

== 1,
2

=

<

'\II-+~

+r,

v > == <

n362S"

v > = 0,

{1, u, u 2 , u 3 , v} is a basis for K*(fiSp(2»6. The

multiplicative structure of K*(llSp(2»

follmvs by the

remarks at the end of ,§2.4.
For the diagonal, u is clearly primitive since it is
in filtration 2, but

< ~2,

v > = -1,

<

'VJ3, v > =

2,

in tJ.v,

so
1 = coefficient of u@u

2 in~v,

and the theorem is proved.

Note: lve obtain this result by a different method belovl,

see (3.6.7).
Proposition (2.6.6)
OnKO(QS~(2)

the Adams operations are given by

""k u = k u,

= k3v

2
+ k (k-1) u 2 _ k(k-1)(k+1) u..

2

6

Proof: Use Lemma (2.6.4) and Proposition (2.5.3).
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r.:* (nG)

§2.7

via Repres entat ion ~:heor..x

"Ie ShOrT in this section

hOyT vTe

can obtain a description

for K*(nG) in terms of the representation theorJ of G.
vie suppose throughout that s:S1_~>G is a

homomorphism, that T eGis a Llcl.ximal torus of G containing
~

the image of s, and that H is the centraliser of the jmage
of s in G.

Thu~

T C H C G.

We define the map
fs:G/H

) nG,

fs(gH):t~gs(t)g-1,

by;

,

for t E: S1.

Our interest in this situation is the result of Bott,

[14], that for certain maps s:S1~ G called gcneratir~
circles, the map fs is the generating map of §2.4.
Definition

(2.7.~)

If p:T ~U(1)

= S1

representation of T, let
and let

"-

9s (e)

is a o:r..e-dimensional complex
d~(~)

s ~ 1}
= degree{S'~T-7S
1

E:~,

= ds(~)~ E: R(T). Sin.ce R(T) is additively

generate~ by one-dimensional representations, Bs extends
linearly to
Proposition (2.7.2)
,..

9s :R(T.)--~) R(T)

is a derivation.
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~1' ~2

Proof: Let

be tvTO one-dirnensione.l represent?tions

Definition (2.7.3)
If v

E

2
H (B T), let esCV-)

s:S1--7 T = nBT has adjoint
v as a map

E 7l,

be defined as follows.

S:S2---!»B ; representing
T

BT ---+K(71,2), the composition

)BT~K(~,2)

S2

2 (K(71,2)), this is 9s (v).
Since H*(BT)is multiplicatively generated by H2 (B T),
determines an element of

9s

7r

extends uniquely to a derivation

we can also consider

es

9s :H*(BT)---+H*(BT);

as .a derivation of H*(BT;Q) or

Proposit
ion.
(2. 7 • 4)
'.'.
", '." .:",".
' ...• "

• : _.

'~..,.4$>."

Let

ch.~

be the composition
as ::'n [8],

then the following diagram cOIDlllutes

Proof: Let
then

~

be a one-dimensional representation uf T,

cho«{~)

= exp{x) =

x2
,
1 + x + 2! + ••• ,
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where x E H2 (B T) is the first Chern class of ~,
determined in the follOl'Ting manner. The homomorphism
~

induces BE»:B T---+BU(1) =

K(Zl,2) ,

then x is the

element determined by the homotopy class of
Now

Hence

es ( i)
X

Ss (exp(x»

= 1..

e( )

=

9s (x)

S

On the other hand
since the composition

X

X

i-1

,

s inc e

t\

t7 s

is

B~.
c....

Jerivation.

exp(x).

is clear that (3s (x) = d s (e),
Be ')K(LZ,2)
s"
S2
can
) BT
'.l-

111

also be considered as the adjoint of the composition

Proposition (2.7.5)
as restricts to

9s:R(H)

>R(H).

Proof: Since R(H) = R(T) vl(H) ~ where \1(H) is the \'!eyl
group of H with respect to T, it is clearly sufficient
. to show that

es is W(H)-equivariant, and this on one-

dimensional representations. Recall that

W(H)

= NH(T)/~,

where NH(T) is the nOrLlalic'er of T in H, i'Tllich acts
by c~njugation on T, and this induces the action on R(T).
So if w E W(H) is represented by n E NH(T) C H, ds(1T~)
is the degree of the map S 1_~) S 1 given by

but, since H is the centraliser of the image of s,

e
·s

(l'10) =
\"

w·es (p),
\

proving the result.
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Since

R(G) = R(T)yl(G) C R(H), (2.7.5) 2110>1s us

es
AI

to consider

as a map l1(G)---+)R(H)."

A similar proof,. see [14J 7, shoYTS that

es

restricts

Theorem (2.7.6)
If ~:R(G) ~K*(G) is the map of [31] I §4,

CT:K*(G)-~)K*(n.G)
and

0(

j.s

the cohomology suspension,

:R(H)-~>K*(G/H) is the homomorphism of [8]

5,

then the following diagram commutes up to sign
R (G ) --$--~) K* (G) _ _
o-_~~ K* (n.G)

'1

R(H)

ol

)

~:

K*(G/H).

Proof: Consider the diagram

f*
S

7

H**(Brr;Q)------

-----7'~

y

H*(G/H;Q)

R(H) _ _ _ _ _ _=o(_ _ _ _~) K*(G/H)

.

where 0"'2 denotes double s"!lspension.
We note that all the faces of the cube "except the
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front one are knmln to commute at least u-p to sign. For
the top one use Proposition 4.1 of [31], for the left
hand end (2.7.4), and the commutativity

of the back face

is the rational cohomology version of the theorem vlhich
is Proposition 7.2 o~ [1~. For the others use naturality
of the Chern character. Then since

ch:K*(G/H)~H*(G/H;Q)

is a monomorphism, H*(G/H) being torsion-free, [1~, a
simple diagram chase shows that the front face commutes
up to sign, proYing the theorem.
Now suppose G is I-connected, then the homotopy
H~

sequence of the ·fibration

G ~ G/H

shows that

TT1 (H) = "7T"2(G/H) ,= H2 (G/H) which is torsion free,

[13].

Then H C G satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.2 of
[48], thus oe.:R{H):----?K*{G/H) is the projection

R(H)~ R(H)

=

R(H.)

0

R(G) 12,

(r(G»

where (r(G»

is the R(H)-ideal generated by the augmentation

ideal of R(G).
Proposition (2.7.7)
The primitive module PK*(nG) C K*(flG) is the
rational closure of the submodule

""*

Im {CT. ~ : R ( G ) ~ Ie .(nG ) } •

Proof: Follo'ws immediately from the corresponding rt'l.tional
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cohomoloe;y result, [14J 7.1, and the fact that K-¥.-(!1G) h2.s
no torsion.
Theorem (2.7.8)
If s i~ a generating circle~ see [14], K*(ftG) is
identified with the
~(R(H)/(I(G»)

R(G)

es

ration~l

closure of the subring of

generated by 1 and the image of
>R(H)

>R(H)/(I(G))

i

)~(R(H)/~I(G»)). _

which is primitive.
Proof: FolIous from (2.7.6), (2.7.7), and (2.4.6).
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Chapter

d

In this chapter
to

",e

develop and extend a method due

T. Petrie, [40J, for computing the complex bordism of

the loop space of a Lie group. Ive then use the ConnerFloyd isomorphism to obtain the K-theory. ThL' first five
sections are concerned v1i th setting up the general theory
which is applied to specific examples in the last three.

, § 3.1

The bordism theory

n¥( )

We recall the definition of, and

fac~s

about, the

generalised homology theory of complex bordism.
Let X be a space with the homotopy type of a 0\'1complex. If n~O, we denote bYn~(X) the set of bordism
classes of maps

f:M~X,

where M is an n-dimensional

stably almost complex manifold.J1~(X) is an abelian
group under the operation of disjoin union,

[22], [23].

Letll~(X) be the graded mo~lule. "!e write ~~,fJ for the
bordism class of

f:M~X.

If X and Yare spaces, we have an exterior product

n~(X)0~(Y)
given by

x )

n Un+m'(Xxy)' ,

[M,f]@[N,g}~-~) [MxN,fxg].
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Taking X = Y = point, we see that ll~(point) =!l~ if:
a graded ring over the &round ring

~.

Taking X or Y = ,point, n~(x) becomes a left and right
graded module over the graded rin~fl~.
Proposition (3.1.1)
The exterior product factors to give a product

Proof: ®nU is defined by the, exact sequence, see [39] 1,

*
where S :O(®cp®~

-~) d.f®~ - o(s<p~.

1-1

It is trivial to check

--.

t.bat S followed by the exterior' product is the zeI'O map.
Proposition (3.1".2)
The diagram

n~(X~r~~(Y)

x

~~(~:)

n~(y)@.d;£(X) -.-_x-~~!l~(YxX),
COJIDIlutes, where T :~®~ I
t:Xx¥---+YxX, (x,y),
Proo~:

)-

(-1 ) dime( •

dim~ ~®tX, and

~(y,x).

Follows from the corresponding

~sult

on stably

almost complex structures, [23J p.23.
Corollary (3.1.3)
· an. H-space, tllen.l
. nU(x,
Atructure
... " J 'nas the
~
~
If X J.s
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of a graded augmented algebra 1Tith unit over D.~. If X in
homotopy commutative, thenn~(X) is graded cocrmutative.
Proof: Define the pr9duct as the composition

where

m:XxX~X

augmentation

E

gives X its H-sp8ce structure. The

:d!.(X)~a~ is induced from the trivial

map X~point, and the unit 1') :.D.~--7ll~(X) from the
inclusion of the identity of X.

.""

The commuting of the appropriate structure diagrams,
see [39], follmvs by naturality', and the statement about
commutativity is a consequence of Proposition (3.1.2).

'"
Suppose now that X is such that n~(X) is a prcjective

l1~-module of finite type, then the usual arguments, [33]
or see E35], show that if Y is a CW-complex with a finite
number

o~

cells in each dimension the product

is an isomorphism.

Let X have the homotopy type of a CW-complex with
finite skeletons and such that n~(X) is a projective

.n~-module of finite t:'>'1>e, then ll~(X) has a graded cO.Lrullutative
coalgebra. structure with unii bvern~.
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Proof: Define the diagonal as the composition

ll~(X)

A'k

)

.a~(XxX)~(--:--fl~(X)0~ D.~(X),

where A:X---+XxX is the diagonal map, and the unit by

.n~(X)---..p.n.~, induced from X.~point.
It is trivial to verify that the appropriate
diagrams commute. Commutativity is a corollary of
Proposition (3.1.3).
Proposition (3.1.5)
Let X be an H-space satisfying the conditions of
:

U

(3.1.4), then D*(X) has a graded Hopf algebra structure
U

over .fl*.
Proof: All that remains to prove is that the diagonal is
an alge'bra homomorphism, but just as in the proof of
Proposition (2.1.10) this reduces to the trivial
verification of a commutative diagram of spaces.
For example, if G is a 1-connected compact Lie group
take X

= fiG,

the space of loops on G. Then, [13], H*(X)

is torsion-free and lies entirely

~n

even dimensions,

thus the bordism spec'~ral sequen~e, [21],
Hp (X;~)---?~ (X)
collapses and.n~(X) is a free .n~-module. Thcrefore.c1~(X)
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is a Hop! algebra; since X j_s homotopy commutat-Lve, the
algebra is commutative.
A stably almost 'complex manifold N has canonical

homology and

K-th~ory

orientation classes, \·rhich we

denote by 0:r.~ E: H*(r·1), and

[M]

E: K*(IvI), respectively.

These define homomorphisms

and

fA-:[l~(X) ~ H*(X),

[1\'1,fJI-I-~"f*(oH)

,.t: ~ (X)

EM, f]

) K* (X) ,

I

)

f

* ( [r-1:] ) •

The first is an epimorphi~m i~ H*(X) is torsion-free,
[24] (3.1), and the second induces

which is an isomorphism for X a C1'l-complex vlith finite
skeletons, [24J ~9.
Proposition (3.1.6)
The composition

...n~ (X)
is given by

It-

[N,f]-,-~"f*(todd(N) () ~).

Here'todd(M) denotes the Todd polynomial, [29] 1.7, in
the Chern classes of M, modified by a sign in dimensions
2(2k+1).
Proof: Let x E K*(X), then, by the Lemma on.p.119 of

[50],
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<f*x, [IIi] >=<chf*x.todd(M), ~>.
So if

0(

= [M, fJ E.n~ (X)

< chx, chILe( > =

vIe

have

<: x, }l~. >,
I.,

= < chf*x.todd(M),

~i

=<f*chx, tOdd(N)

(l

=

>,
oM>' [49J, Ch5, 6.18,

< chx, f*(todd(lVI) () ~'1) >.

But H*(X;Q) and H**(X;Q) are dual, and chI(*(X) generates
H**(X;Q), hence the result.

§3.2

Characteristic Numbers
In this section we define characteristic numbers

for bordism elements and examine their behaviour with
respect to products.
If M is a stably almost CO:r.lplex manifold, we have
)

the Chern classes c (M)
i

E

Let w = (i ,o.o,i )
1

k

H2i(lJI) t
be a partition of

Iwl = i 1+ ••• +i k •

If n ~ 11.1,) I , write s~ for the smalle,st symmetric polynomial
. x , ••• ,x cont a1n1ng
.,
th e t erm x 1i 1 ••• x~ki k • Then if
1n
n
1
c

1

= i-th

elementary symnietric function of the x 1 , ••• ,xn

we can write s~ as a polynomial

P~(c1, •• o,clwl) in the

c 1 ' ••• ,c I!.) I' which is independant of n.
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Thus, using the cup-product in H*('rw1), ,'re can define
sru(M) = PL.>(C 1 (M), ••• ,cl w j(M»
We write
If

=1

sO(M).

2/w/ = dimension

E: H211.VI(H).

E HO(M).

of M, we have

Definition (3.2.1)
Let

0(

[M,f] E .n~(X), we define the class

=

Sw(O<) E: Hp _ 2 /(.o) / (X)

to be

f*(s(.o)(M) ~ ~).

For explicit calculations it is easier to deal with
integers than homology elements, so we shall use
Definition (3.2.2)
Let 0< = [M,t] E .n~(X),

x E Hq(X), then define the

characteristic number
S~(<<)(x) =

Clearly Sw(<<) (x) =

<

t*(x).s~(M), ~1

° unless p =

> E

~.

21~/ + q •

. The link between these two definitions is given by
Proposition

(3.~.3)

~s~t~)(x) =

Proof:

< x,

S~(~)

>.
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=

< f*(x), s(.,)(1:1) (') 01-1 >,

= < f*(x) .s(.,)(N), oN >,

by 6.18 of Ch5 of [49J.
Proposition (3.2.4)
1)
2)

8 0 (0<) = p..(ot) E Hp(X).

Onn~, if

0{

= [1\1]

21(..)1 = dlmension of M,

= 0,

otherwise.

Proof: Trivial.
We proceed now to study the behaviour of the

S~'s

with respect to products. The fundamental result is
Proposition (3.2.5)

(Thom)

If M and N are stably almost complex manifolds
s,)MxN)

=

""1

+L:w _

2-10>

sic) (:r.1)xs w (N) E H21!.t) I (MxN),
'I
2

where x denotes the cohomology exterior product.
Proof: [37J Theorem 33, Corollary 3.

'If we consider Stu as a natural transformation

Sto:d!(X)-~>H*(X), of degree -2Iwl,
then writing 6S~

=

I.'

.j..E _ Sw

""1'~-""

~Sw

1

2

it is clear that
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Lemma

<:3. 2. 6 )
The following diagram commutes
x

ri2(X)®rr;(Y)

rs~
x

H*(X)~H*(Y)

Proof: Let

0(

u ,
= [M,f] E ll*(X)

U

>11* (XxY)

is.

) H*(XxY).
U
~ = [N,g] E n*(y), then

SIA)(O(x~) = (fxg)*(s",,(r.lxN)

n °NxU) ,

+L_

= (fxg)*(L
s,., (M)xsl.\l (N»
......1 002-(0 ""1
2

=

6.>

n (oMxoN»'

+2:_ f*(scv1 (!-1) n ~l)xg*(sw 2 (N) nON)'

1 iA>2- CO

us ing 6.2 and 6. 13 of Ch5 of [49]. This proves the lemma.
Lemma (3.2.7)
AS~

factors uniquely as'

Proof: Just as in the proof of (3.1.1) it is sufficient

.

But using (3.2.6) with Y = point

AStA(o«pe~)

=

I ....

i-Te

~.

have

+L_ SW 1 (d~)0Sw 2 (~),

""'1 w2-w

=

W

1

= (,.)

+~=(.i) (1.0)11f;1 - 1

1

=

I.-LV
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SeN' (()() .Swrr (cp )0S w (Ii) \
1
1
2

J

+h~-w
Sw (O<).Sc.v (cp)~S Iv ((3),
2:;1
2
3

Stv (Ci.0

cp(3) ,

by the reverse process, since Sw (~) E ~.
2

Proposition (3.2.8)

Proof: Follows immediately from the tvlO lemmas.
Proposition (3.2.9)
If X is an H-space, so that ~(X) and H*(X) are
algebras then

.a~(X)0 &].rl{(X) ---~)~(X)

lA~
H*(X)0H*(X)

lsw
>H*(X) commutes.

Proof: Follows from (3.2.8), (3.1.3), and naturality.
Proposition (3.2.10)
If X satisfies the conditions of (3.1.4) and is also
such that H*(X) is torsion free, so that .d],(X) and H*(X)
are coalgebras, then the following diagram commutes
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Proof: As (3.2.9)
Expressing these propositions in terms of the
characteristic numbers, the ?orm in l'lhich

vle

shall use

them, we have
Corollary (3.2.11)
Let X be an H-space satisfying the conditions of'
Proposition (3.2.10), so that n~(x), H*(X), and H*(X) are
all Hopf algebras, then
1) 'If O{,~ E .o!!(X), x E H*(X),
Sf.) (~~)(x)

=

(~S(.l)(d. ®~)( x).

2) If d.En~(X), x,yEH*(X),

Proof: 1) and· 2) follow from (3.2.9)

and

(3.2~10)

uRine'

(3.2.3) and duality.
~:

In the expansion of the equations of (3.2.11), most

of the terms will vanish for dimensional reasons, as we
shall see in specific examples beloitT.
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The Coefficient Ring
We recall here for later use some facts on the
coefficient ring fl~, its characteristic numbers and the
Conner-Floyd homomorphism.

Il~ ~ 7.Z [Y1 ,y 2 , ••• J, a polynomial ring ""'lith one generator
Y in each dimension 2i, for all i>O, [51].
i

vIe

may

choose the generators Yi to be represented by l'Iilno:;'"
base manifolds, [21] (41.1). That is, if i = pk - 1, for
some prime p and integer k, then

S.). (Y.)
= p,
).

and if i does not have this form
S.). (Y.)
= 1.
).

There is no canonical way of choosing these
generators, but, for any given i, we can compute the
Chern numbers S~, for a particular choice of Yio We
shall need this information in the sequel for i = 1,2,3.
For i

= 1, 2, we may take Yi = [cpi], then
S1(Y1) = 2,
S2(Y 2 )

= 3,
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and S11(Y2) = 3, see for example [37J XI.5.
Then, by (3.2.9),

have

VIe

2

S2(Y1 ) = (hS 2 )(Y 10Y 1 ),

2
S11 (Y1 )

=

S2(Y1 )'SO(Y1 ) + So(Y 1 ),S2(Y 1 )'

=

0,

=

(~S11 )(Y1®Y 1 )'

= (S1(Y1))2
=

4.

In dimension 6, since 3 = 22 - 1, the situ.ation is
more complicated. We construct

a representative

for Y by
3

considering a hypersurface of type (1,1) of Cp 2xCp2. This
generalises for arbitrary Yi , see [47] p. 235.
Specifically, let 1Ti :Cp 2xCp2

) Cp 2, i=1,2 be the

projections, and let! be the dual of the canonical line
bundle over cp2. Put

3i

= Tfi*5', i=1, 2

V C Cp 2xCp2 is the submanifold dual to

Lemma (3.3.1)
V has Chern numbers

s3 [V] = -6,
s12 [VJ = 6,

and s 111 [V] = 6.
Proof: Recall that

and

e.

e= !1®.52 ~

then
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c(

=

C

1 (!) and < 0(2, 0Cp2> = 1; c(Cp2) ==

~i

Thus, if

<

:2

2

~1 ~2 '

n 1 *«,

=

0Cp2xCp2

2
H*(Cp xCp2) =

(1+~)3

== 1+3«+3,?

~ [~1'~2J /(~13'~23),

>,== 1, and

c(Cp 2 xCp2) = (1+1:(1 )3(1+0: )3,
2
(.;(~)" = (1+0(1 + ()(2).

2
Then, if j:V----?Cp xcp2 is the inclusion, [50J p.78,

3

3

c (V) = j* ( (1 + 011 ) ( 1 +0{2 ) ),
(1+oC 1

-+V

=

I,..,
2 0(2 ) + ( 0(1 2+5 ()(11)(2+~
.
2,)
J'*'1
\ +\£:.1)(1+

. +(30(1 20(2+3()(1~2 2»).
Thus

s111 (V)
8

8

12 (V)

3

(V)

= c 3 (V)

= j*(3O<1 20<2+30(10(22),

= c 1 (V)c 2 (V)-3 c 3 (V) =

2
2
j*(3«1 0(2+ 3 «10(2 ),

= c (V)3-3 C (V)c (V)+3 c (V),
2
1
1
3
= j*(-3ol120(2-3OC1OC22).

0v > ==

2

< O<1 tl(2' (<<1+ CC 2) (\ °Cp2 xCp2 >,

=<

2 2
~1 «2 ' °Cp 2xCp2

>,

- 1.
Similarly < j*c(10(2 2 , 0V> = 1, and the result folloVTs.

Now Cp3 has Chern numbers

'7.

8

3

[Cp)} =,4,

s12[Cp3] = 12,
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and s111 [CP3] = 4.

,
3
u
So if we put Y3 = - [Cp ] - [V] E fl6' lie have

,
,

S3(Y3 )
S12(Y3 )
f

and S111(Y3 )

,

.

= 2,

= -18,
= -1C,

show1ng that Y is a Milnor basis element. But for ease
3
of computation, noting that
S3(Y1Y2 )
S12(Y1 Y2)

= S3(y13 ) = 0,
= S1(Y1)S2(Y 2 ) = 6,

2
S12(y 13 ) = S1(Y1 )S2(y 1 ).= 0,
S111(Y 1Y2 ) = S1(Y1 )S11(Y 2 ) = 6,
and S111(Y13 ) = S1(y1 )3 = 8,
r
3
putting Y = Y + 3Y1Y2 - Y1 ,·we have
3
3
S3(Y3 )

= 2,

S 12 (y)
3 -_ S 111\Iy'
3)

= 0.

vie will use this generator thr.:mghout in the computations

below.
On the coefficient ring, the Conner-Floyd homomorphism

p.:n~

)K*(point) = 7l is the map

[M]'·

) < todd(M),or'I >, see (3.1.6).

In particular vle note that
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A Theorem on the Bordism of H-spaces

§3.4

In this section we prove in a general form the
fundamental theorem ivp.ich we shall use later to compute
the algebras ~(nG) for various Lie groups G.
Theorem (3.4.1)
Let X be a

~omotopy

commutative H-space, such t;lat

H*(X) is torsion-free and even-dimensional. Suppose -.;e
H*(X)

have

~ [x 1 ,··· ,x r ] ,

IV

I

where the xi are homogeneous elements, ann I is the ideal
generated by elements f j (X 1 , ••• ,x r ) ~ fj(X)

j=1, ••• ,k

which are polynomials in
the x. of homogeneous dimension,
.
~

chosen to be minimal generators of I.
Then

.ce [X 1 ' •• • ,XrJ

n.~ (X) ~

,

J

where Xi E ~(X) is an element such that fXi = xi
and J is the ideal ~enerated by elements Fj(X)
where

i=1, ••• ,r

j=1, ••• ,k

F. (X) = f. (X) + {terms 1'Iith positive dimensiona1l
J
J
coefficients from
I.

If!

Proof: The bordism spectral sequence with

E2

p,q

= h (X;!lU)

p

q

and limitn~(X), identifies ~ with the edge-hoDOcorphiso
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The spectral sequence collapses, for dimensional

t'C::J80ns,

showing that J-L- is an epimorphism and
"'U

U

U

Kerf-t- = 1m.i fl*0.fi*(X) ~ n~.(X)},

.Q~ = Ker {n~

where

fJ. ) H* ( po int) =

~ I = n~O~

Choose homogeneous elements Xi E .Q~(X) such that

pXi = xi'

~is

we may do this since
A =

'1l~ [X 1 ' ••• , Xr ]

onto. Set

,

as graded algebra over .ll~, and define <p :A~n~(X) by
using the Pontrjagin product in n~(x), 8nd making

n.~-linear.
Lemma (3.4.2)
~is

an epimorphism.

Proof: By induction on dimension. It is trivial in dimension
zero. Assume now that
less than n. Let

~

is an epimorphism in all djmensions

0( E,nU(X),

n

ILIllE Hn (X) can be w-ritten as
r-'

a polynomial f~(x) in the xi' and ~(~ - f~(X»

= o.

Clearly f.(X) is in the image of~, so it is sufficient
to prove that KerIA- C Imf.Suppose then that p.1if. = 0, then
cc. has an expression as a sum of elements 'Tf~, ~vhere
IT E

~ E

nU

--m

Imcp,

lemma.

m>O,

DEnYn-m (x);

t'

hence 7T~ E 1m 7"

but, by the induction :hypothesis
p.nd so ~ E Im9'. This proves the
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Now consider the elements fj(X) E: n~(X). Since
fj(X)

= fj(X) = 0

E: H*(X),·

using the lemma we ca.n 1'lrite f /X)

= gj (X)

as a.

polynomial in the Xi vTi th coefficients in n~, then take

F.

J

= f.J

- g., so tha~
J

FJ.(X)

=

° E nU*(X).

Let J be the

ideal in A generated by the F j (X), then ffJ factors
A

) A/J

0,

~~
~(X)
and since fJ is onto so is <p'.
Lemma

(3.4.3)
J C A is a direct summand as

~-submodule.

Proof: We consider the ring homomorphism

which sendsX~ to
.L

x.,
3.

A = B

and Yo! to 0.
.L

"'e

can write

e Kerp..

}
as ~ -module,· 1.yhere B is generated over ~ by monomials
in the Xi'
J is generated by the F. over A, let C be the
J

~-submodu1e generated by elements of the form m(X)F j ,
where m(X) is a monomial in the Xi'
Since X is an H-space, H*(X;Q) ~ Q[x 1 , ••• ,x!'] / I
is a Hopf algebra with commutative dj_agonal and hence
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is a polynomial algebra, [39J; it foIl OKS that each f.:
J

has the form

n.x.
J

l.

j

+ {terms not involving x.l. }, IInere
j

nj E?h. Thus since the f. are minimal generators I has
.

J

a 7l basis {m(x)f j}' This ShovlS then that "~ie have
J = C E9 (J

n KerfA-).

Now assume for an induction that i:J C A is split
in dimensions less than n .. In dimension n, 't-lith respect
to the decompositions (3.4.4) and (3.4.5) i has the form

Now f:C --7'B is essentially the inclusion I C ?h [x 1 , •• • ,x r ]
in dimension n, which, since H*(X) is torsion-free, is
split, by p say. ''lhile h: (J n

Ker}A-)-~) KerJA.

is given

from lower dimensional inclusions of J in A by multiplication
by positive dimensional terms of ~; L in th~ cplit by
q say, under the induction hypothesis.

So

=c

qg

which is an isomorphism show'ing that i is split ill dimension
n. The proof of the. lemma is completed by ne-ticine that
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a basis :for the induction is provided by the C2se
J n Ker fA- = 0 when hand q are vacuous.

Returning to the' proo:f of the theorem, the spectral
sequence shoW' us that as ~ -module n~(x) is isomorphic

Since I and J have the same number of generators
in the same dimensions, it is- clear that
U
rank~ (I®n*)n = rank~ (J}n' for each n.

Thus ~(X) and A/J are both :free ~-modules, (3.4.3),
of' the same rank in each dimension, and so tp' being
an epimorphism must be an isomorphism. This completes
the proo:f of the theorem.

Suppose we can find suitable generators Xi' in the
notation o:f the theorem, in such a :form that we can
ca~culate

their characteristic numbers. If F.
J

since F. = 0 L~ ~(X), we have
J

= f.J

- g.,
J

S~(F.)(x) = 0, for
J

each partition~, and x E H*(X). Thus we have equations

which are sufficient in general to determine

th~

gj.

H*(X) being torsion-free, H*(X) and ll~(X) \"Till be
Hopf algebras. Suppose the diagon~l in H*(X) is given as
It.
1 + 10X. + \"~ x. t~x. +'
ux.
= x.®
~
J.
J.
t
J.,
1,u
I

.0."
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where x'.~,t and y'!~,t are elements of H, * (X) •
Then, since fJ.:d!.(X)----?»H*(X) is a coalgebra
homomorphism, by naturality of the coalgebra structures,
we must have in n~(X'
~X. = X.~1 + 1~X. + E X'. t €IX'! t + {extra terms},
J.

~

~

t

J.,

J.,

where X'.J., t and X':J., t are elements mapped to x~~, t and x"
i,t
by

~,

and the extra terms tave the form
1fd.~~

(Recall AX i lies in

Tf

....U

E D*,

C(

~
R
"'U
E D*(X), ,.., E !J.*(X).

nU(X)®.nY nU(X).. )

Then if we have representatives suitable for
computing characteristic numbers the equations

of Corollary (3.2.11) 2) vTill provide enough information
to compute the extra terms. We can also use the fact that
the diagonal is associative to obtain a check on the
characteristic number calculations.

§3.5'Homology of Loop Spaces of Lie Groups
In the following sections we will apply the ideas
of §3.4 to obtain results on the Unitary bordism of the
loop spaces of Lie groups, but first we must recall the
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results of [15J and [14J on their homology, and see how
these provide us vlith bordism generators.
We suppose G is °a compact, 1-connected, simple Lie
group of rank r, and that Toe G is a maximal torus. Let
R be the set of roots of G. Each

i*

e E:

R is an element of

the dual of the Lie algebra of T. We assume

give~

an

ordering on the roots vii th respect to which p. is the
dominant root. Let R+ be the set of positive roots.
The set
set of
where

@ of

oriented singular planes in

I

p =

Bp

E: R+, np E ll.

(9p ,np )

=

{x

E: t:
-

1 is the

ep (x)

=

np },

The diagram D(G) is the union of all p E:~; the
infini tesimal diagram DI (G) is the union of the p E: (}l
such that n
,

p

= O.

The components of i - D(G) are the

cells; the components of 1 _. Dt (G) are the chambers.
Let ~ be the fundamental chamber in which all the

8 E: R+

take positive values.
Theorem (3.5.1)

(Bott and Samelson)

(Petrie)

1) For each cell bC~, there is defined a complex
manifold ~ and a map

fb :r6 --~).nG, such that the sei.i
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is a basis for the free group H*(flG).
2) Let {P1, ••• ,Pt} be the set of oriented planes in

= (9 j ,n j ),

Pj

which a. line segment from 6 to 0 crosses, in

that order. r6 is 2t-dimensional and
H*(rA

)

~

Zl[x , •••
1

2
xi E: H (r6

,xtJ , vThere

),

(~1 ' • • • , ~t)
k-1

and
here, if
(

~

e,f

E:

2

L:
+ j=1 n( Bj , ~)Xj~

Pk

= xk

R,

n(e,~) is the Cartan integer

) being the Killing form.

3) The total Chern class of r6 ia
t
i-1
C(.rA) = .ll1 (1 + 2x. + .L:1 n ( e.,
~
~=
1J=
J

e. )x.).
J
~

4) There is a canonical generator 'Vj E: H2 (.Cl.G) and

f6 *(~) =

t

i~

ni

~~~~\)
1
l

xi •

Proof: For 1), 2), and 4) see [15] 9.1, 4.2, and 11.2 of
Chapter III. For 3), [40] 6.5.
The theorem shows us that vTe iDay use the [rA ,f6J as
complex bordism generators. The Chern classes may be
computed using 3), and 4) provides some information on
the map fA' but not in general enough. Also there is no
straitforward connection behreen the ri). -generators of
[15J and the polynomial generators of [1~].
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In [14] Bott completes his study of H* (JlG) by
determining the multiplicative and coalgebra structures.
His method is the

I

ge,nerating variety' approach 1"lhich vie

considered in chapter 2. The fundamental result is
Theorem (3.5.2)
There is a maximal rank subgroup U C G and a

ma~

>llG

g: G/U

multiplicatively.
Proof: [14].
Bott then obtains an expression of the form
H*( G) ~

7l[x 1 , ••• ,xs ]

Xi even-dimensional.

I

Now the space G/U is a complex manifold, in fact
it is algebraiC, [44]. The results of Borel-Hirzebruch
give methods for computing its Chern classes. (3.5.2) ther~
makes it easy to compute the map g-j(.:H*(G/U)--)H*(llG),
and hence the characteristic numbers of the bordism
element [G/U,g].

We will also use various submanifolds

of G/U as bordism generators in

p~rticular case~,

as

well as generators induced by the inclusion of a subgroup
of G.
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§3.6

Unitary and Symplectic Groups.
Since H*(G) is torsion-free for G = SU(n+1), Sp(n)

H*(fiSU(n+1)) and H*(nSp(n)) are polynomial algebras. In
fact we have

H* (asu (n+ 1 )) = ?l[u 1 ,u 2 ' ••• , un] ,
H*(llSp(n))

where dimension of u.1.

=

~[u1 ,u3 '··· ,u2n_ 1],

= 2i.

Thus letting X = llSU(n+1) or !lSp(n) in Theorem (3.4.1),
the ideal I is the zero ideal and so also is J. ''Ie have
proved therefore
Theorem (3.6.1)
1)

.n~(!lSU(n+1))

2)
where dimension

=

!l~[U1'U2,···,unJ·

d,; (.as p (n)) = ~ [U 1 ,U3' ... ,U 2n-1 ] ,
of U.1. = 2i in both cases.

CorOllary (3.6.2)
K*(fiSU(n+1)) and K*(nSp(n)) are polynomial algebras
over?l with n generators in KO.
Proof: Conner-Floyd isomorphism.
Now forfiSU(n+1) the generating variety is complex
projective n-space Cpn, and the generating map
g:cpI1-~) nSU(n+1)

has a particularly simple form, see [25J p.76.
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Lemma (3.6.3)
Put

H* (Cpn) - 2Z[oeJ 1
(o(n+ )

u ]..•

Proof: This is the definition of the u i in 8.1 of [14],
compare (2.6.1).
The lemma shows that if we consider Cpi C Cpn and

proves
Corollary (3.6.4)
In theorem
Notation

(

3.6.1

)

we may take

Ui

=

LCP i ,gi- 1] •

I"

If [M,f] E .!1~(X), vThere X is a based space,

we write [M,f-1] = [M,f] - [M,1] where 1 :M-~>X is the
"'U
trivial map, then [N,f-1] E fl*(X).

From (2.6.1) vTe know that, with respect to suitable
polynomial generators,
the form

/\-

oU

k

u. ,
].

:: .

K*(nSV(n+1)) has diagonal of

L,..
..
. k u. 0U.

].+J=

].

J

•

In fact the methods ol chapter 2 should extend to prove a
similar result for .n~(llSU(n+1 )), but the follovTing
proposition ShOrTS that the generators of (3'.6.4) are
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not suitable.
Proposition (3.6.5)
\IIi th the notatioh of (3.6.4)

1'le

have

Proof: By the remarks at the end of § 3 • 4, 1'le can set
AU 3

= U3@1

+U1~U2

+ U20U 1

+ 1@U 3 +

kY1U1~U1'

for some k E 7l.

Let ~ E H2 (nSU(n+1 » be dual to'- u 1 . By

(3.2.11) 2)

S1(U3)(~2) = (AS1)(b.U3)('1@~).

Now

S1(U3)(~2) = < s1(Cp3).g*(~2), 0CP 3 > = 4.

(AS 1 )(AU3)('@~) = (S1®SO)(U 2@U 1 + kY1 U1@U 1 )(~~,)
+ (SO~S1) (U 1@U 2 ) (~@~),
all the other terms drop out for dimensional reasons.
2

S1(U2)(~) =

< s1(CP ).g*(1J)' 0Cp2 > = 3,

SO(U1)~~) =

<11,

I'lU 1

>:=

1,

S1(Y 1U1 )(,) = (AS1)(Y1@U1)(~~)'

(3.2.11) 1),

= S1(Y1)(1).SO(U1)(~)'
=S1(Y 1 )=2.
Thus ,4 = 6 + 2k, giving k = -1.
~: By

3 = U3

taking U

+ Y U2 , which can replece U3 as
1

. a polynomial generator, we can eliminate the cross-term
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The diagonal in H*(flSp(n»
Forn= 2, [14J 9.1,

H*(llSp(2)

=

A

= U 3®1

The generating

3

= Zl[U_1'u ] with
3

u1~1 + 1®U 1 ,

6u 1
oU

is not knovTn in general.

varie~~

2
2
+ u 1 ®u 1 + u 1@u 1 + 1Gu •
3
is Sp(2)/U(2).

Theorem (3.6.6)
.o2(DSp(2»
where we may take

= .ce[U ,U ],
1 3

U = [Sp(2)/U(2), g-1J.
3

U1 is primitive and

dimu= 2,
dimv= 4.

Proof: By

If we let {1, O":j ,
{1,u,v,uv}, then

~, "3}

be a basis of H* (SUP(~2)) dual to

g*~ = u 1 , g*~

2
= u 1 , g*O§

= u3•

The total Chern class of Sp(2)/U(2) is

c(~1~2t)
since < c ,
3
0-

3

= 1 + 3u + 8v + 4uv, by [12] 16.4, and

o~~~> = X(SJ(~~» =

4, it is clear that

""'ff(2J

=.o§.:plg) • Thus we can take U = [SJ«22), g-1J.
3
-""'ff(2J

Write
for some k E. 7l. Let

'1

be dual to u • We use .the fdenti ty
1

We have

2

3 1 (U3)(~ )

2

3 1 (U I ) ('1]}

c 1 . g* (

=<

3u. u ,

=

2

~

I

0-

3

>

>,

= 6.

2S 1 (U 1 )( 1 ) .3 0 (u 1 )(17)

= 3 1 (.Y 1 ) =

3 1 (Y 1U )("1)

Thus 6 = 2k, and k

'Y/ ),

=<

114-

= O.

2.

= 3.

Corollary ( 3.6.7)
K*(flSp(2»

A"-

u~

= U3~1

IV

= 2Z[u 1,u3]

2 ,.."

,..,

I

4OW"

,...

""

2

+ u l 0u 1 -3u 13U1 + u l @u 1 + 1®u •
3

(This is in agreement with Theorem (2.6.5) if we put
,..u

'"
l = u, u3

=v

- 2u2 • )

Proof: Conner-Floyd isomorphism.
Note: In contrast to the unitary case the generator U3
cannot be changed to eliminate the cross-term
since the only element having

U1~U1

U12
' but 2
AU I 2
= U1 01 + 2U 10U 1 +

Y1UI~U1'

as a cross-term is

1~U1

2 and the coefficient

of Y1U 0U in AU is odd.
1 1
3

'In a Hopf algebra A, this property of non-primitive
generatability is expressed in a coordinate free ''lay by
the map

where FA is the primitive

module and QA is the module of indecomposables. All the

11 '5

Hopf algebras \'1e consider are torsion-free over the
ground ring so the map

PA~QA

is a monomorphism, its

cokernel gives a measure of h0i1 far A is from being
primitively generated.
Corollary (3.6.8)
Coker {PH* (.Cl.Sp( 2) ) ~ QH.* (a.Sp( 2) )} '"

1)

~3

in

dimension 6.

Coker{pn~(.aSp(2) )-~> QQ~(.QSp(2»} is the graded

2)

n~-module generated by one element of order 6 in
dimension 6.

Proof: \,le prove 2), 1) is even easier, and 3) follow's
from 2).
We find easily that pn~(nSp(2»

is the free nY-module

2
generated by {U 1 ' (6U - 2u 13 - 9Y 1U1 }. QD~(nSp(2)
3

is

generated by the classes of U1 and U modulo decomposable

3

elements. Hence the result.

3.7

The Orthogonal Groups
The generating variety of nSpin(n+2) is
SO(n+2)
SO(2)xSO(n)
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Qn can be considered as the hypersurface given by
2
Z02 + Z1 + ••. + Zn+12 = 0 in Cpn+1. Q2m contains hro

cpID n 'Cpm = cpm-1.

distinct subspaces cpID and 'cpffi,
Q2m-1 contains a subspace Cpm-1,

Do]

ChXIII §6 theorem I.

H*(Q2m_1) is generated by {1, ~, .•. , ~m-1} dimOf = 2i,
where for i~m-1 we may take

D1

= image of 0Cpi under

the inclusion Cpi C mpm-1 C Q2m-1.
H*(Q2m) is generated by
where we may take the
Q2m-1' a~d

C'm± £

01'

t1,a.;' ... '~_1,o;+E'~-~' .•. '~ml

i~m-1 to come from C2 i as for

to come from cpIIl and 'cpID.

I

Batt's result is then that if a = [~], b = 2a+1,
H*(nSpin(2m+1)) = 7l[u 1 ,U 2 '··· ,um_ 1 ,Ub ,Ub+2 '··· 'U2m_ 1]
I
where I is generated by
..
2u i
f i = u 2 - 2 u _ u + + ••• + (1)
- i-1 2u 1~i-1
'. (\ 1)
-i2
i
i 1 i 1

i=1 , ••• , [m::1],
and g*o;~ ="u.~ i=1, ••• ,m-1 •
~
H*(fiSpin(2m+2») = 7l[u1 ,u2 '··· ,um_ 1 ,vm,ub'~+2'··· ,u 2ru_ 1]
I

where I is the same ideal as in the odd case, and as before

It follows then that we have

~(nSpin(2m+1»

=

1l~[U1'··· ,Um_ 1 'Ub 'Ub +2 '·· .",u2m- 1],
J

n~(.QSpin(2m+2) ) =
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Ur-

(l* LU 1 ' •• • , Um_ 1 ' Vill' Ub ' Ub + 2 ~ .•• , U2m-1 ] ,

J

and, if' we let gi = glcpi:Cpi~.a.Spin(n), vle can takc'
U i = [ Cp i,gi-1]

i=1, .•. ,m-1.

J is generat~d by Fi

i=1, •.• ,[m 1

2 J,

2i-1
F.;.......
= f'.;(U) +

J.L:
=1

where V.2, 2'l-J. C

nU2 ·

and

V.l, 2'l-J.U.J + {decomposable terms} (3.7.1)
. •

~-J

Propositio~ (3.7.2) (Petrie, [40]

2.1)

If' r is odd

V.~,r

= (-1)i+1(2i+1)Yr + {deCOmposable elementS}

.

"U

In '''*

if r = 2k_1 for some k,

v.
.l,r

= (_1)i+1 2 (2i+1)Y

r + {d.ecomuposable elementS}
~nlh

otherwise.

Proof'~ By the results on

d;

and the r.1ilnor generators Yj ,

see §3.3, it is clearly sufficient to prove

.

S (V.
) = (_1)i+1 2 (2i+1).
r l,r

.Choose a basis for H , (nSpin(n+2» containing the
.
2 ~-r
2i r
element u2'
• Form a dual basis for H - UlSpin(n+2» and

.

~-r

let "2'
I

of u

. • Since r is odd, no mul t:i.ple
2-r be dual to u 2 ~-r

_ is decomposable and sO~2i_r is primitiv~. We
2i r
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Since "12i-r is primitive Sr (<< ) ("12i-r) = 0 for Bny
decomposable element

ol

E

n~(.ClSpin(n+2».

Thus· on applyin~ Sr( )(~2i~r) to the expansion

( :3 .7 • 1) we get
2i-1

o

= (-1 )i2S r (U 2 l., )(')12'
.L1 Sr (V.l., 2'l.-JJ
,U ')("2'
"' l.-r ) + J=
., l.-r ).

S (V, 2' ,U,)(i1 2 , ) = (LlS )(V, 2' .®U,)(h"'2' ),
r l., l.-J J "' l.-r
r
l., l.-J J
I l.-r

Now

= Sr(V,l., 2'l.-J,)(1).So(U··)(~2·
),
'J "' l.-r

{
U
2i

')

=

,

= S r (V,l.,r )

2i-j

= 0

2i-j f; r.

:=

r

'

[CP~l.,g2i-1J so we can calcUlate that

Hence" the result.
Corollary (3.7.3)
V ,1 = (-1)i+1(2i+1)Y1
i
Proof: Immediate
USing these results and additional computations we can
prove
Theorem (3.7.4)
For ~(nSpin(n»

n

:=

7,8,9,10 the ideal J is

(U12_2U2+3Y1 U1 )"
for n

= 11,12,13,14

J is
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2 2 2
(U 1 -2U 2+3Y 1U1' U2 -2U1U3+2U4-5Y1U3+Y1U1U2+2(Y1 +Y 2 )U 2
+(Y13_3Y1Y2-5Y3)U1)·
This method would yield the multiplicative structure
of d;(.D.Spin(n)

for P.:1Y given n, if one nas prepared to

do enough arithmetic.
Note from Bott's results [14J 9,10 that under the
inclusion

i:DSpin(n)~QSpin(n+l)

the homology

generators u j are mapped into themselves. Thus

[M j ,f j -1] = Uj E n~j(nSPin(n)),
[M.,i o f.-1]
J
J

=

i*U.
J

= U.J

~f

.

then

EnU2J·CQSPin(n+1)).

In this way we can get bordism representatives for the
classes Ub , ••• ,U 2m_ , and obtain
3
Corollary (3.7.5)
The relations of (3.7.4) h0ld in n~(nSpin(n)) for
all appropriate n.
Theorem (3.7.6)
'1) In

n~(nSPin(n))

~U3 ~

n)5
~

U ®1 + U1~®U1 + 3Y1U10U1 + U1@U 1
3

2

+ 1®U3 ,

= U3~1 + 2U 2®TJ - 3Y 1U10U 1 + 2U1~U2 + 1®U3
1

2) In n~(.QSpin(n))

n~7

n~7

•
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U5 == U5®1+U 1U30U1-U22®U1+U30U2+U20U3-U10TJ2 2+U1~W1 U +10U
3
3

+Y1(U30U1-6U1U20U1-U2~U2-6U1~U1U2+U10U3)
+!Y12(U20U1+U10U2)
-(81Y13_2Y1 Y2+Y ).(U 10U 1 )·
3
Proof: 1) follovTS from (3.6.6) and (3.7.6). ;;:) is a
calculation.

§3.8

The
vIe

Exc~ptional

Lie Group G2

must first clear up the result

of Bott, [J 4J 1 i ,

on H*(flG 2 ), which contains certain- errors. In particular
the diagonal he gives is not associative, as may be easily
checked.
The generating variety V for G2 is the space G2/U(2).
One must be slightly careful here since there are two nonconjugate subgroups U(2) C G2 , given in the prescripticn
of Borel-Siebenthal, [11J, by the inclusion of the tliO
I

nodGs of the Dynkin diagrarl'c

I]

)

tJ

of G2 (notation

of Bc;>urbaki [16J). The case we wish to consider, see [14J 5,
is when U(2) is given as the centraliser of the dual
direction to a long root, that is the inclusion of the
left hand node of the diagram.
As Bott suggests

loTe

may use the methods of [15J to

compute H*(G /T) and then H*(G /U(2»
2
2

= H-l("(G 2/T)'·'(U(2»).
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SomevThat less long-Hi.nded is to compute the
composition
R (U (2) ) __O(_~> K.* (G /U (2) ) _ _C::::..::h=---4) ROc (G /U (2) ; Q) ,
2
2
compare the proof of (2.6.2) to which vTe refer for notati.on.
And then use the fact that, since H*(G 2 /U(2»
free,

[13J, every element of H*(G,.JU(2»

is torsion-

occurs as the

'-

beginning of a Chern character, [8J 2.S.
Lemma (3.8.1)
dim x. = 2,

1)

1

W(G 2 ) is generated by s1 and s2 w'hich act by
s1 :(x 1 ,x 2 ) ....
• -~)(x2-x1 ,x 2 )
s2:(x 1 ,x 2 ) ....
• --~)(x1,3x1-x2)
on H2 (B ;Q), extending multiplic&tively to H**(BT;Q)·
T
Under the inclusion U(2) C G2 \'Thich we are considering

C W(G 2 ) is the subgroup generated by s1.

W(U(2)
2)

H**.(Bu(2);Q) == H**(B T ;Q)Vl(U(2
H**(B

wher~

G2

Y1

= x2,

Y2

= x 12

z1

= 3x 1

z2

= 4x 1 6

3)

. 2

-

;Q)

n

=

Q[[Y1'Y2 JJ ,

= H**(B T ;Q)W(G2 ) = Q[[z1'Z2]]'

x 1x 2 ,·
2
- 3 x 1x 2 + x 2 '

1 2x Sx + 1 3· x 4x 2
1 2
1 2

U*(G /U(2) ;Q)
2

6x 1 3 x 23 + x 12x 2·
2

= Q[:l.'!2] ,
(z1,z2)

=

Q [uS] , 1-There u
(u )

=

Y1 .
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Proof: 1) is standard, see for example [12J §18. 2) and
3) are a matter of calculation, using either elementory
algebra or the algorithm of [26J.
Proposition (3.8.2)
H* (G 2/U(2»

2 3 4 5
u '18'Th}
u u
has a basis {1 ,u,~u 'b
w"here

2
u E H (G 2/U(2»

is a genera~0r.

Proof:

= ~r~1')2'~2-1J,

R(U(2»

and as in (2.6.2) the

image of the Chern character in H*(G 2/U(2»

is the sub-

ring generated by cha(A 1 ) and ch~(~2)'

X(A 1 )

= exp(x ) + exp(x 2-x )
1
1

X('>.2) =' exp(x 2 )·
It is now a simple calculation using the lemma that
u2
u4
u5
chO( C" 1) = 2 + u + b - 9:4! - 9:5! '
chI)( ("2) = 1 +u+!!
2

2

Then a basis for H*(G 2/U(2»

is provided by elements

occuring at the beginning of multiplicative combinations
of the elements a 1

= Ch~(~1)

- 2, a 2

= ch~(A2)

- 1.

.
)
'Thus u generates H2 (G 2/U(2)
. Since
2
2
3
u generates H4.
a 2 - a 1 = u3 + ub + ••• , 3
3
a 22 - 3(a 2 - a ) = ~3 + ••• , thus 21u3 , but 31u
1
u 3 generates H6 • Similarly
since 31u2 , and we see that b

for H8 and H10, proving the proposi~ion.
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Theorem (3.8.3)

(Bott)
==

Z{, [ u, v , vl

J

( "l2_2v)

dimu = 2,
dimv= 4,
dim IV = 10,

with diagonal
u ==

u~1

+ rQ)u,

v = v®1 + u®u + 1®v,

(This corrects the errpr in 11.6 of [14].)
Proof: We use the method and notation of chapter 2, in
particular of the proof of (2.6.5}
The map g:V~G2 induces -S'g*:H*(nG 2 ) ~gH*(V),
which identifies H*(OG 2 ) with the rational closure of the
subring generated by {1, ig*PH*(nG 2 )}. The primitive
module PH*(.Cl.G 2 ) has generators in dimensions 2, 10. By
(3.8.2), changing the notation, H*(V) has basis
x 2 x 3 x.4 x 5
{1,x'3 'b '18'ThI
dimx== 2,
so H*(nG ) ~ rational closure of sub ring generated by
2
{1,i{x),i(x5 )} in~H*(V).
We have therefore, working alvmys in SnH*(V) for
n large enough,
HO(nG ) is generated by 1 = 1@1 @••• @1 ,
2
H2 (nG ) is generated by ~
2

= i(x)

== [x] t
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4

In H (.D.G 2 ), we have

'YJ2

=

2

[x ]

-I-

2 [X0X] , and 31x 2 so 0/)2 is

not divisj_ble, therefore H4 (nG 2 ) is generated by

~3 =

6
In H (flG 2 ), we have
2
3
61x , 31x thus

H6 (nG 2 )

js
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[x 3J +3[x20X] +

6[xGY~x],

is diVisible by hcf(6,9,6)

generated by

'YJ2.

= 3,

and

thus

~3.

?)4
Similarly H8 (nG 2 ) is generated by b .
In H 1 0(nG ), we have 18.:5 =i (x5 ) = [x5 ] ,
2

.

and 'tj5 = [x 5] + 5 [x4Qx] + 10 [x\~x2]
+20[x 3®x@x] + 30[x 2GX 2@x]

- 2®X~X0X]
+60 Lx
5
'
'r}
{!1 -1~
30 ,\l.
The diagonal is given by the fact that 'Y) and

5

are

primitive.
The result is now obtained by duality, taking u dual
to '1,v to 1]2, and w to

.s.

The relation :is gj,ven by

222

< u ,1'] > = <

u~u,

6'YJ >

= 2.

We are now in a position to proceed to the cal;,?ulat:i.on
of .Q~ (.QG 2 ). \'Ie describe now the generators that we shall

use.
Recall the fol101'ling information on the root system
of G2 , see [15J ChIlI 14, or [16] for these,results.
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Positive roots:

CfJ2' CjJ1' CP1+<P2 7 2rp1+<P2' 3Pl+P2 7 37>1+ 27'2

with 3~1+2~2the dominant root.
Cartan matrix:

{n(m.,m.)}
.

Tl

TJ

- (2

-1 )

-3

2

Beginning of the funli.am8ntal ':18y1 cA,amber~:

flO

Here we have used the notation of §3.5 for the oriented
singular planes, and numbered the cells of

WLlo,~ , ...

"Ie are concerned Hi th the manifold f~

and the map
2

f 2 : 11.2 ~.nG2· This will provide a suitable representative
for V E AUCnG2) such that ~V
Pro~osition

(3.8.4)
H*( fA )
2

=

=v

E H (fiG 2 ).
4
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c( r ) = (1+2x 1 ) (1+2x2+X1)
62

=1

+ (3x1+2x2) + 4x 1x 2 •

Thus, since the Euler characteristic of r

is 4, we
2

have

< x 1x 2 , Ort.2> == 1.
In the notation of (3.8.3) we have

Proo£:: Application of Theorem (3.5.1) using the above
results on the root system.
Theorem (3.8.5)
With respect to suitable generators U,V,W in dimensior.s

= ~ [U, V , \'1]
2
(U -2V+3Y1U)
Proof: Using (3.8.3)",e apply Theorem (3.4.1). In general
the ideal must be of the form

(U 2 -2V+nY1U), Thus

S1(u2-2v+nY1U)(~) = 0.
Take

V = [rA ,f 2-1J, then
2
.
3 1 (U 2 )('Y)) = (AS 1 )(U®U)(~'))

= 0,

S1 (V)('l'}) = < s1 (r62)·f2*(~)' Olb.

>,
2
= < (3x +2x2 )(x 1+x 2 ), or >,
1
b2

= 3,
And S 1 (Y 1U) ('1)

by (3.8.4).

= S 1 (Y1 ) • So (u) ("1)

So we obtain the equation
theorem.

-6 + 2n

= 2.

= 0,

which proves the
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Corollary (3.8.6)
K* (!l.G 2 )

:=

?leu, v, 11J
( :'2
U - 2""
v-3uIV)

Proof: Conner-Floyd isomorphism.
n

We proceed n01'T to find the diagonal in f. ~ (.fLG 2 ). The
proof of (3.8.3) shows that we may take W = [G 2/U(2),g-1],
where g is the generating ma.p.
Lemma (3.8.7)
The total Chern class of G2/U(2) is
"2
3
= 1 + 3x + 13~ + 22t +
Proof: Consider the diagram
2/U(2)

G

1

G2/T

where

T C

U(2)

C

i

)Bu(2)

)B

G2

je
I~T

)B G '
2
G is a max:iJnal torus. Let 'I be the bt:.n:ile
2
)

along the fibres of the top row, so that

i*~

is the

tangent bundle of G2/U (2). Then, by [1 2] §1 0.8,

~*c('J) = j~J(1 + Ejb j },
where {Ejbj}jEJ are the roots of the complex structure on
G2 /U(2).

Now e*:H*(Bu(2})~H*(BT) is the inclusion
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see (3.8.1) and note that the Borel description holds
over the integers for Bu(2) since U(2) is torsion-free,
The star of G
2

[9

J.

~s

-3x1+2x2
and the roots of U(2) C G are those fixed by vl(U(2) that
2
is {2x1 -x 2 ,-2x1 +x 2 }. The set 'I' of roots of a complex
struc~,;ul'e

on G2 /U(2) is characterised by

1) 'I' is closed, that is if !{J, 8 E 'I' and!{J + 8 is a
root then!(J + 8 E 'I' •
. 2) 'I' U i2x1-X2} is a set of positive roots of G2
with respect to some ordering on the roots. See [12J §13.7.
Thus, by looking at the star, it is clear that vle
may take 'I'

= {EjbjijEJ = {3x1-x2,x1,x2,-x1+x2,-3X1-2x2}'

Therefore e*c(~)

=

(1+3x1-x2) (1-3X1+2x2) (1,+x2) (1+x 1 ) (1-x 1+x 2 L
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so that

c(~)

= 1+3Y1+Y12_10Y2-3Y13_20Y1Y2-2Y14_8Y12Y2

232
+ 9Y 2 +2Y 1 Y2+9Y1Y2

(3.8.8)

Now i*:H*(Bu(2))-.--~~H*(G2/U(2)) is determined by
the image of Y1'Y2; suppose i*(Y1)
where m and n are

in~~gers.

= nx,

.".2

i*(Y2)

Since c(G 2/U(2))

= m~

= i*c(~),

5
1'le have c 5 (G 2/U(2)) = i*(2Y13Y2+9Y1Y22) = nm(2n2+3m)~ •

But, since the top Chern class evaluated on the orientation
class is equal to the Euler characteristic ~(G2/U(2)) = 6,
5
we must have c (G 2/U (2)) = 6~ 8' changing x to -x if·,
5
neccessary. Thus nm(2n 2+3m) = 1, but it is easy to verify
that the only integer solution to this equation is n

= 1,

m = -1. This enables us to compute the result from (3.8.8).
Theorem (3.8.9)
With respect 'to the generator W = [G2/U(2),g-1]
decribed above, the diagonal in n~(nG2) has the form
.6.U

= U@1

+ 1@U,

!:lV = V®1 + U®U + 1@Y,
6W =

~1®1 + 3V 2®U + 6UV@Y

+ 6V@UV + 3U®y

2

+ 10'<1

-9Y (UV0U + V®V + U@UV)
1
+(18Y12+ 2Y 2 )(U@Y + U0V)

-(30 y 13 + 9Y )(U@U).
3
Proof: Set·

\'l

equal to the most general exrressioY'.,
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using

~3.4

and Theorem (3.8.3), involving eight m'umm-m

coefficients. Then use §3.2 and Lemma (3.8.6) to compute
the characteristic numbers and obtain eight equations
which determine the unknovms. An additional check is
given by requirir..g 6 to be
(A01 )I}.vl

=

(1~6)~1'l;

Corollar~

a.ssociat~ve,

in particular tht'.t

this provides one extra equation.

(3.8.10)

K*(o.G 2 ) has diagonal given by

1701 +

~.q.

=

.6w

3",2 ,.,
3- -2
= w@1 + v @u + 6uv®v -{ 6v@uv + U0v + 1®w

~u

'.,

+ 1®v,

+9UVGu + 9v~v +9U.6buv

Proof: Conner-Floyd isomorphism.
The rel~tive complexity of the three Hopf algebras is
expressed in
Proposition (3.8.11)

(see (3.6.8) for notation)

1) Coker {PH* (nG 2) ---+ QH* (n G2 )} ~ LZ 2 + LZ5 (in dimens ions.
4 and 10).
2) As a graded module

overn~, Coker{P~(nG2)~Qn~(nG2)}

is generated by elements a,b in dimension 4,10,subject

.....
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to the relations

2a

= 0,

30b = Yl 3a.

3) CokertPK*(nG2)~QK*(nG2)} ~ ~60.
Proof: FollovlS from (3.8.9), just like (3.6.8).
We end this section by 'shovTing hOYT we may deduce
the action of the steenrod operations on H* (DG ; ~p)
2
from our results.
Lemma (3.8.12)
Under the Chern character

i

ch u = u,
2
u
chv ="2

.,;

chw

-

.2:9.

2'

=w-1f

4

+

2
10u3 _ 39u + 211u

"3

60·,

8

"."".."..,;J:.:

Proof,;·'.Use (3.1.6) and the knovm representatives oi-the
D

..

bordism elements U,V,W.
'

..

Corollary (3.8.13')
The action of the Adams operations on KO(OG 2 ) is
given by

lJIk.a = ldl,

rrv =

fkw

v+

3k(~-1)·u,

w+

3
%k (k_1)V 2 + k (k-1 (41k-40)uv

k2

= k5

4

.~ +' k 2·(k_1 )(40k2_41k+39)
.
4

g

!if

.'
+ (k(k-1) (k-2 ~ ~~+1 ) (1378k-B89) ~ 80k(~-1) 0:-2 )'+ 35k(k~1)) li.
•
•
Proof: Use the dual of Theorem 5.1 (vi) of [1] to
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compute the

k
t/F-

from

( 3.8.12).

Now K*(fi.G 2 )10 has basis

i 1 ,'t},3}

take

{1,u,v,uv,v2 ,uv2 ,v},

if'tve

in K*(D.G 2 )/K*('uG )11 dU8_1 to {1 ,u,~T} in this
2

basis, we find from (3.8.10) that

.
2
{1 '~'''rJ,

~+~.
~~+3S ~5-18S
3 ,~, 30 ,~}

is a basis for K*(nG 2 ) modulo K*(nG 2 ) 11.
~opositton

.

(3.8.14)

3

3

5

.,3('1
3+~) -- 27 ('I +3~) - 81 (!1 -3018!) - 171 S' mo dul 0 K*(nG)
Vr
2 11.

Proof: By duality from,(3.8.13).
Proposition (3.8.15)

(Bott-Samelson, [15J ChIlI 14.1)

Up to dimension 10, H*(.!lG ;71 )

2

3

has basis

t1 ,ij,ofj2,e,~e,fj2e,S} dim~ = 2, dime = 6, dimg = 10,

.

-3

l'a th 1')
Proo~:

",1--

=:

0, and ""3 9 =

-.s.

The multiplicative structure is immediate since

H*(nC'2) is torsion-free and so (3.8.12) identifies the
skeleton filtration on K*(flG 2). We put
;; =~. modu.+ 0 K* (IlG 2 ) 3' reduced mod 3,

9 = (]3~3) ~OdulO-K~(nG2)7

and

S =S

reduced mod 3,'

modtlio K*(nG 2 )11 reduced mod 3.

Then by [7 J theorem (6.5) and (3.8.14)

@~9

= 9iiJ2

a

199 =

-s-
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PrOposition (3.8.16)
Up to dimension 10, H*(llG 2 ;71 2 ) has basis
{1,ij,tf,ifj3,x,ijK,S} dim~ == 2, dim)(== 8, dim~ == 10,
W1"th

-4 == O
d S q 2-K == S.
,an

~

Proof: As (3.8.15).
This result does not appear to have been known
before. It can be used, just as Bott and Samelson use
their's, for killing homotopy groups and thus to confirm
the known results on the 2-primary component of the
homotopy groups of G2 up to dimension 10.
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